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Letter From the editor-in-ChieF

 The importance of this issue of the Journal of Public Inquiry can best be illustrated by the words of Earl E. Devany, 
Chairman of the Recovery Accountability and Transparency Board, “Transparency is the friend of the enforcers and the enemy 
of the fraudster.” Inspectors general carry out the crucial mission of promoting accountability and transparency in government. 
This Journal is, in fact, an affirmation of the continuing commitment to these core values by the IG community. The article, 
“Transparency in Government” addresses how transparency and accountability are enhanced through public facing websites.
 It’s not an overstatement to say that this is a time of change for those who are working to achieve efficiency in their 
respective departments. Inspectors general are operating during a time of limited resources while working to ensure cost-
effective spending. Language that speaks of efficiency, economy, value, and fiscal responsibility is becoming even more common 
place. Expectations for government oversight among the public remain high. And here lies the opportunity. Yes, times are 
challenging – but the need for oversight remains prevalent. Offices of Inspectors General are making an impact by reducing 
fraud, waste, and abuse, and improving efficiencies and effectiveness. The focus must now turn to innovation and consideration 
to developing the right partnerships and practices that will allow OIGs to focus oversight in those areas with the greatest 
impact.
  The opportunities for partnerships and collaboration are widespread. In addition to the range of working groups, 
boards, councils, and task forces in which oversight agencies participate, the Journal of Public Inquiry also serves as a tool for 
building relationships and connecting those who have an interest in government oversight. The Council of Inspectors General 
for Integrity and Efficiency publishes the Journal semiannually in order to provide a valuable resource for sharing information 
and lessons learned. I appreciate the opportunity provided by the CIGIE and believe in the importance of working together 
through a variety of mediums. That is why I have contributed an article to this issue of the Journal. I share the challenges I face in 
providing oversight of a dynamic department and how I have worked to focus on the health and safety of our men and women 
in uniform, provide timely and relevant reports, and take care of our people while improving communication. My goal with 
the article, as I have learned from the other authors in this publication, is to share my experience and knowledge in hopes that 
it will provide insight to those who are operating in similar environments.
 This issue of the Journal brings together work from leaders and scholars in the IG community to address the issues 
essential to provide oversight of government programs and operations. The articles in this issue give me pause for positive 
thought – including utilizing letters to inform Congress of serious problems within a department in a timely manner, the use of 
a new database to evaluate contracting resources, and developing safeguards to protect federal employees. In addition, articles 
on how the IG community is giving back by teaching in higher education, utilizing the role of the ombudsman to strengthen 
internal efficiency, and cultivating the relationship between IGs and their ethics counsel encourage continuous improvement. 
The congressional testimony on ensuring contracting accountability through past performance, suspension, and debarments is 
a topic that is important to the IG community.
 So, let no one say tougher times mean quieter times. Now more than ever, IGs are rising to the challenge. Governments 
and policies may change, but the persistent demand for efficiency in our government goes on – and rightfully so. There is a lot 
of oversight work that is needed, but as a community, IGs seize the opportunity to make positive change.
 Thanks to the readers, the Journal remains a means to promote oversight, accountability, and positive change. I hope 
that the Journal serves as a major gateway between the shared experiences of IGs in putting forward a more efficient government 
and the public. We are grateful to the editorial board and the authors for their significant contributions.

Gordon S. Heddell
Inspector General
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The signing of the American Recovery and Reinvest-
ment Act of 2009 on February 17, 2009, ushered in a new 
era of government transparency and accountability. To 
promote transparency, the Recovery Act required recipi-
ents of the funds to publicly report on their spending. 
To ensure this unprecedented oversight of spending, the 
Recovery Act created the Recovery Accountability and 
Transparency Board, which is composed of inspectors 
general from 12 federal agencies and Chairman Earl E. 
Devaney. The board was directed to create and maintain 
a user-friendly, public-facing website that would provide 
easy access to information on stimulus spending and 
benefits available under the Recovery Act.

 With the two-year anniversary of the Recovery Act’s 
enactment now upon us, it is useful to review the prog-
ress that the board has made in promoting transparency 
in government, principally with its public-facing web-
site, Recovery.gov. That website now serves as a high-
profile success story for furthering openness and trans-
parency in government. While there has always been a 
healthy skepticism about the federal government’s previ-
ous transparency efforts, Recovery.gov has provided the 
public with nonpartisan, factual information regarding 
the largest government expenditures to stimulate the 
economy since the Great Depression.
 Transparency, as envisioned by the framers of the 
Recovery Act, is intended to allow taxpayers to be in a 
better position to hold their government accountable 
for spending their hard-earned money. From the start, 
the overarching imperative for Recovery.gov has been to 
post the spending data, provide the tools to analyze the 
data, and then allow individual users to make their own 

judgments about how their money is spent. Indeed, the 
board has gone to great lengths to avoid passing judg-
ment on any particular spending projects, so long as the 
law does not prohibit them.
 The board employed three core principles in the 
creation of Recovery.gov:
•	 Simple but elegant design – information is dis-

played through interactive searchable maps; data 
downloads and tables, charts, and graphs; videos; 
tutorials; featured stories; and social networking is 
presented in a clear and simple format.

•	 Consistent vision – transparency supports account-
ability, and the website focuses the factual, timely 
and nonpartisan presentation of data and content, 
providing users with unvarnished information on 
the recovery program.

•	 Local focus – while presenting a national picture, 
the true focus of the site is on local communities. 
Users can find information about their own states, 
counties, congressional districts, and ZIP codes, as 
well as find stories about the projects in those areas.

Using these principles, Recovery.gov has become an 
award-winning website displaying in simple language 
what the recovery funds are spent on, the progress of re-
spective projects, and the number of jobs funded. Today, 
it is used widely to obtain credible and definitive data on 
the Recovery Act. The site also displays a wealth of other 
information, such as:
•	 Data from federal agencies on their recovery pro-

gram plans and performance measures related to 
those plans, and information on the agencies’ dis-
tribution of recovery funds.

•	 Announcements of grant competitions and solicita-
tions for recovery contracts to be awarded.

•	 Accountability actions, including findings from 
recovery-related audits or reviews by inspectors 
general, the Government Accountability Office, and 
state and local governments.

Transparency in Government

By Michael F. Wood and Alice M. Siempelkamp

“Transparency is the friend of the 
enforcer and the enemy of the fraudster.” 
- Earl E. Devaney, Chairman, Recovery 
Accountability and Transparency Board
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Twin Pillars
To implement its mission of transparency and account-
ability, the board created two game-changing systems – 
Recovery.gov and FederalReporting.gov – that have re-
formed the standards and transformed government and 
transparency as well as risk assessment and accountabil-
ity for federal spending. Together, the two sites form the 
twin pillars of the effort to fulfill the stringent levels of 
transparency and accountability required by the Recov-
ery Act. Recipients of recovery funds submit reports on 
the status of their awards to FederalReporting.gov – the 
inbound system – and all that data is then displayed on 
public-facing Recovery.gov – the outbound system.
 Like Recovery.gov, FederalReporting.gov did not 
exist when Congress legislated that recipients report on 
their awards, and the Recovery Act contained no provi-
sion for how the award data would be collected. Further, 
within the entire federal government, there was no data 
collection or reporting system in place that could con-
tain the massive volume of information that recipients 
would submit every quarter.
 Rather than have each federal agency that awards 
contracts, grants, and loans collect data from its respec-
tive recipients – the usual method – the board opted to 
create a single, centralized reporting system and the idea 
of FederalReporting.gov was born. It would be the first 
government-wide website to collect data on all govern-
ment contracts, grants, and loans in a single system.
 Early in the design of FederalReporting.gov, the 
board made several key decisions on the structure of 
the database. Usually, well-structured databases utilize a 
concept known as “normalization” – a design technique 
that reduces redundancy. The board ultimately chose to 
build a non-normalized database for the following rea-
sons:
•	 Simplicity – Non-normalized data structures can be 

built very quickly. In the case of FederalReporting.
gov, the data collected for the most part is in a single 
table, although other tables (for example, an index 
and lookups) do exist.

•	 Accountability and Auditing – The database not 
only collects all the data entered by recipients, but 
also records and timestamps every action made to 
a record, including changes, inactivations, reports 
filed after the reporting period, and if the agency 
reviewed the report.

•	 Performance – The non-normalized model allows 
data to be retrieved and presented much quicker 
than a normalized design.

A preliminary, basic version of Recovery.gov went live on 
February 17, 2009, with only the required agency and in-
spector general information displayed. Shortly thereafter, 
the Office of Management and Budget announced that re-
cipients would begin reporting on October 1 of that year. 
 The board built and deployed FederalReporting.gov 
in the summer of 2009. In late September 2009, a ro-
bustly revamped and enhanced Recovery.gov went live 
and promptly shattered the mold for federal websites by 
providing detailed data and comprehensive search capa-
bilities. Newsweek declared it to be “perhaps the clearest, 
richest interactive database ever produced by the Ameri-
can bureaucracy.”
 From October 1 through October 10, 2009, for the 
first time in the history of government, recipients of 
federal awards publicly reported on the money they re-
ceived. FederalReporting.gov performed flawlessly dur-
ing the first reporting period; and on October 30, 2009, 
the entire recipient data was displayed on Recovery.gov 
for the American public to review.
 On January 30, 2011, 30 days after the start of the re-
porting cycle on January 1, 2011, the board successfully 
collected recipient reports and posted them for the sixth 
time since the recovery program began – an accomplish-
ment many doubted was possible.

Firsts In Transparency
The implementation of Recovery.gov and FederalRe-
porting.gov transformed the way the federal govern-
ment operates, based on the board’s rapid system devel-
opment and deployment; the use of innovations, such 
as advanced geospatial software; and the ability to suc-
cessfully collect and display recovery spending every 
90 days. With its innovative approaches, the board has 
become a leader and trendsetter in transparency, with 
many of its efforts now adopted more broadly by other 
federal programs.
 For example, although sub-recipient reporting had 
been required under a previous law – the Federal Fund-
ing Accountability and Transparency Act – no mecha-
nism was ever developed by the federal government to 
collect the sub-recipient data. The board had convinced 
OMB to include sub-recipients in recovery reporting 
and to require sub-recipients to provide information 
that shows what work they are doing in connection with 
their prime recipients. The board developed the meth-
odology to collect this data through FederalReporting.
gov and display it on Recovery.gov. The board’s success 
in collecting and displaying sub-recipient data quickly 
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led OMB to expand FFATA efforts to collect and display 
sub-recipient data for other federal spending.
 Perhaps even more significant than the collection of 
sub-recipient data is the fact that the board now gath-
ers data directly from recipients of contracts, grants, 
and loans through FederalReporting.gov rather than 
through a variety of intermediary systems managed by 
multiple funding agencies. After assessing the “tower of 
Babel” that exists in federal financial systems, the board 
selected a green-fields approach to the implementation 
of FederalReporting.gov. One result of this approach is 
that the data is of higher quality because it comes di-
rectly from recipients who are spending funds and man-
aging projects at the local level. The other result is that 
the systems the board put in place are capable of collect-
ing and displaying the recipient data every 90 days. The 
rapid collection and display of high-quality data from 
recipients of federal funds is previously unknown in the 
federal arena.
 The board has achieved other transparency firsts 
that will have a long-term impact on the operation of 
federal programs. For example, data is being collected 
and displayed on:
•	 Jobs funded under recovery programs, by quarter.
•	 Expenditures associated with recovery contracts, 

grants, and loans, providing insights into where and 
how the money is spent.

•	 Recipients who should have reported but did not.
•	 Recipients’ places of performance, allowing geospa-

tial mapping of each award to show the public ex-
actly what projects are in their local areas.

As Inspector General J. Russell George, Treasury In-
spector General for Tax Administration and chair of the 
board’s Recovery.gov committee notes:

“Recovery.gov is providing the American people the 
greatest transparency in the use of federal funds for any 
program in the history of our nation. The Recovery Act 
required a site that would give taxpayers user-friendly 
tools to track recovery funds down to state, county, or 
other appropriate geographical unit.We have worked 
to provide a transformational website that uses a com-
bination of charts, graphs, and interactive maps that 
allow the public to access agency financial reports and 
recipient expenditure reporting on Recovery Act con-
tracts, grants, and loans. Through user feedback, we 
are continually striving to provide greater data in a 
more timely manner.” 

 Finally, by moving Recovery.gov to cloud comput-
ing, the board became the first government entity to 
prove that a government-wide system can successfully 
operate in such an environment. Vivek Kundra, the gov-
ernment’s CIO, noted that the “Recovery Board’s move 
to the cloud will serve as a model for making govern-
ment’s use of technology smarter, better, and faster.”

Providing Data To The Public
Transparency is easier to talk about than to actually 
practice. Simply throwing reams of spending data on a 
website will not meet the definition of transparency. In-
stead, spending data must be viewed in context, prefer-
ably in a way that informs rather than overwhelms the 
public. In fact, if the data confuses the public, the cause 
of transparency will be hurt, not enhanced. Particularly 
with respect to spending transparency, the data needs to 
be timely, accurate, and reliable.
 The recipient-reported and agency data on Recov-
ery.gov is available to the public in many different ways. 
The site provides an easy-to-use Advanced Search func-
tion, and the Advanced Recipient Data Search Widget, 
which returns search results as a table or a feed, can be 
embedded on a citizen’s or state’s website. In addition, 
a visitor to Recovery.gov can use the State Data Sum-
mary Widget to find data by state, county, congressional 
district, or ZIP code. Once embedded on a website, the 
widget updates automatically when Recovery.gov is up-
dated quarterly.
 All recipient data can be downloaded from the Cu-
mulative National file or by quarter in the National and 
State Summaries. Texans, South Dakotans, or Missouri-
ans have the ability to see all the recovery awards in their 
own states – who received money, how those funds are 
spent, and how many jobs were funded.
 For more advanced users, the application program-
ming interface has been exposed so that all of the data 
can be taken by the developers to create applications for 
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the Web, desktop, and mobile devices using all of the re-
cipient data. 

Mapping to Transparency
Mapping plays a central role in promoting transparency 
because presenting data on maps is one of the clearest 
ways to show the public how and where federal money is 
spent. Every contract, grant, and loan award reported by 
recipients is geocoded on a map so the American pub-
lic can see, understand, and evaluate the intended out-
comes of investments in local communities. Mapping 
enables people to give feedback about government deci-
sions and ongoing projects, and serves as a performance 
measurement tool for expenditures.
 Mapping can further promote transparency in gov-
ernment because the maps can show not only where the 
funds have gone, but also whether the money went to 
areas where the need was greatest. For instance, through 
a map-comparison tool on Recovery.gov, the public can 
see if the recovery awards for bridges went to the states 
that have the most bridges in need of repair, or if awards 
for broadband expansion and development went to 
counties with the most households without high-speed 
Internet access. The public can select from numerous 
maps and have them appear side-by-side for compari-
son.
 Chairman Devaney has stated that Recovery.gov’s 
maps are “the biggest piece of meeting the challenge of 
displaying data to the public in a visually pleasing, easy-
to-understand, and interactive way.”

Benefits Of Transparency
The board continues to improve and fine-tune 
Recovery.gov and FederalReporting.gov to provide 
greater transparency of recovery expenditures to 
the American taxpayer. Benefits to the public of this 
transparency are myriad:
•	 The public can see what the government is doing 

with their tax dollars through a simple chart con-
taining detailed narrative descriptions about tax 
benefits.

•	 When citizens know how their money is spent, they 
can interact with government officials to influence 
decisions in a collaborative manner.

•	 Descriptions of each award are displayed on Recov-
ery.gov’s maps, giving the press and public relevant 
information to question Congress, the administra-
tion, and state and local governments regarding the 
value of recovery efforts.

•	 With information on projects and awards, the pub-
lic can track the progress on the ground where funds 
are spent – the awards in each local community can 
be identified using a ZIP code search.

•	 Compliance rises because all reports filed by those 
receiving funds are publicly displayed, and those 
who fail to report are named. In considering the 
relatively small number of recipients who have not 
reported, the board has reached the inevitable con-
clusion that the public nature of reporting and the 
open availability of the data do indeed foster com-
pliance and self-correcting behavior.

Transparency Enables Accountability
The level of transparency achieved through FederalRe-
porting.gov and Recovery.gov enables the board to pro-
vide accountability that is more thorough. The ability to 
collect so much data in one central database allows for 
the optimal use of the board’s accountability software 
and human analytical skills. Every contract, grant, and 
loan funded by recovery dollars can then be run through 
a very sophisticated process to identify anomalies or 
other indicators of fraud or waste. Data reports from 
recipients provide a wealth of information that analysts 
can then study to track down potential fraud, waste, or 
abuse of recovery funds.
 Moreover, the recipient information can be com-
bined with data from other private and public sources 
to measure risk factors, such as fraudulent business ad-
dresses, past criminal behavior, financial history, tax 
debt status, and whether a recipient has previously been 
suspended or debarred from government work. Non-
reporting recipients can be targeted for investigation.
 Perhaps more important, Recovery.gov was built 
in hopes that citizens would come back to the site rou-
tinely, act as the eyes and ears for the inspectors general, 
and catch anomalies that the IGs would normally have 
to stumble across. On every page of Recovery.gov, there 
is an icon visitors can click to report suspected fraud, 
waste, or abuse involving recovery funding.
 The IG community has never been in this advanta-
geous position before, and it will continue to benefit from 
operating in this manner for years to come. “Transpar-
ency is the key to the Recovery Funds Working Group’s 
projects and the overall success of the recovery effort,” 
notes Inspector General Calvin L. Scovel, Department 
of Transportation. “More importantly, it makes informa-
tion readily available to our most vigilant watchdog – 
the American taxpayer.”
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 Simply put, FederalReporting.gov and Recovery.gov 
have raised the standard for accountability and transpar-
ency in the federal government. In particular, Recovery.
gov is an unprecedented effort by the federal govern-
ment that will influence accountability and transparen-
cy standards for the government long after the recovery 
spending is complete. Ultimately, transparency empow-
ers citizens to interact with their government, which in 
turn allows them to participate in decision-making and 
hold government officials accountable.

The Way Forward
What does the future hold for open government and 
transparency? Recovery.gov has set a new high-water 
mark for transparency with its emphasis on openness 
and the disclosure of data without regard for political 
ramifications or fallout. As Chairman Devaney noted, 
“Transparency is not for the faint of heart.” It requires 
making information available without undue consid-
eration of who will be happy or harmed. At a very un-
certain time in American history, with financial and 
political winds swirling, the board essentially squeezed 

the transparency toothpaste out of the tube – and it can-
not be put back in. Consequently, transparency will and 
should continue regardless of the board’s scheduled ex-
piration in 2013.
 The board is currently looking at ways to ensure 
that its lessons learned – including the specific technol-
ogy platforms used to provide transparency – are pre-
served for future use and possible extension. Already, 
the efforts of the board have expanded to include the 
website EducationJobsFund.gov, created by the board in 
2010 to provide transparency and accountability of edu-
cation funding pursuant to the requirements of Public 
Law 111-226.
 The board is proud of its transparency efforts, which 
provides all citizens with data on recovery spending. To 
thrive, the American democracy requires facts, public 
participation, and open debate. The board has used tech-
nology to make Abraham Lincoln’s vision of American 
government “of the people, by the people, for the people” 
a continuing reality in the current financial uncertainty 
of the nation’s third century. b

michael F. Wood
Michael Wood is the executive di-
rector of the Recovery Account-
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Recovery.gov.  
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Springfield, Mo., and her teaching certificate from Cali-
fornia Lutheran University in Thousand Oaks, Calif.
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I still remember that morning on July 23, 2008, as I was 
preparing to testify before the Senate Appropriations 
Committee on the effectiveness of U.S. efforts to combat 
corruption, waste, fraud, and abuse in Iraq. Seated at the 
same table was then-Deputy Secretary of Defense Gor-
don England.
 I had just introduced myself to the presiding chair-
man, Robert Byrd of West Virginia, and watched as 
other senators prepared with their staffs, waiting for the 
hearing to begin. I was suddenly about to testify on ma-
jor issues of national importance based on “extensive ex-
perience” that consisted of exactly one week as the acting 
inspector general of the Department of Defense.

 Of all the questions that I was prepared to answer, 
the one for which I had no logical response was the one 
that kept going through my mind, “How did I ever let 
myself get into this situation?”
 What seemed to me to be even more unbelievable 
was the fact that I had already testified at a congressio-
nal hearing, which took place just two days before, and 
I was also in the process of getting ready to testify one 
week later on electrical safety issues in Iraq. Count them 
up – three congressional hearings in my first two weeks 
on the job. In fact, during my first few months as the 
acting inspector general at DoD, I testified more times 
than I had in seven years as the inspector general of the 
Department of Labor.

 And during the seven years that I was at the Depart-
ment of Labor – four people, including two Senate-con-
firmed IGs and two acting IGs, held the position of in-
spector general at the Department of Defense. Whatever 
this job had going for it, it certainly was not longevity. 
With seven years of experience as the inspector general 
for the Department of Labor, where one of the top inves-
tigative priorities was the pursuit of labor racketeering 
and organized crime, I was certainly not a newcomer to 
this profession. However, nothing could have adequately 
prepared me for the enormity of the mission at the De-
partment of Defense.
 Whoever holds this job has a staff of over 1,600 
people that must provide oversight to a massive orga-
nization with multiple missions and presence in over 
150 countries. DoD has an annual budget of over $600 
billion, has over 1.4 million men and women on active 
duty, and employs over 718,000 civilian personnel. An-
other 1.1 million men and women serve in the National 
Guard and reserve forces, and more than two million 
retirees and families receive benefits from the Depart-
ment.
 I knew from the beginning of what I thought would 
be a temporary assignment, that even in the short run, 
this was not going to be an easy job. I had every inten-
tion of returning to the Department of Labor. However, 
after six months passed, I found myself agreeing to make 
this temporary job permanent. If I had to explain my 
reasons, I would have to say that despite the many chal-
lenges this position carries, it has an incredible capacity 
to do a lot of good for our nation, our warfighters, and 
the American taxpayer.
 For instance, the Defense Criminal Investigative 
Service, the investigative arm of DoD IG, is typically in-
volved in approximately 1,750 criminal investigations. 
We conduct approximately 120 audits, 200 senior official 
investigations, and open around 4,000 Defense Hotline 
cases each year. On top of that, we also conduct investi-
gations involving whistleblower reprisal allegations and 

First Things First 
Focusing Oversight on a Dynamic Department
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numerous complex assessments of contingency opera-
tions in Southwest Asia.
 On occasion, however, I do find a moment to pause 
and reflect at my desk while looking out the window at 
the Pentagon across the street. Behind the Pentagon are 
rows and rows of white headstones in Arlington Nation-
al Cemetery. The sheer number of grave markers says 
far more than any of the numbers cited above. We are 
charged to identify areas where DoD must take action 
to improve and correct weaknesses and deficiencies that 
ultimately affect the safety and welfare of our troops.
 Due to the importance of the mission and sheer size 
of the Department, I identified three critical focus areas 
to pursue as inspector general. These focus areas, I be-
lieve can help us build a model oversight organization. 
Those areas are:
•	 Health, safety, and welfare of our men and women 

in uniform.
•	 Issuing timely and relevant audit and oversight re-

ports that identify fraud, waste, and abuse.
•	 Taking care of people and communicating effec-

tively.
I hope that by sharing my experience in addressing these 
critical areas that others in the inspector general com-
munity will benefit. We provide oversight in order to 
improve our respective departments, but we do so by 
helping each other and sharing best practices, moving 
forward and constantly improving.

Health, Safety and Welfare of U.S. Troops
We know that our responsibility for oversight is about 
more than just dollars – it is about the well-being of the 
people who serve and defend our country. We have to 
make sure they get the best equipment – the best leader-
ship – the best oversight possible. We are concerned by 
any issue affecting the health and safety of U.S. troops 
and obstructing the Department from effectively accom-
plishing its mission. Nowhere is that mission more ap-
parent than in the treatment of our wounded warriors.

 To that end, on March 17, 2011, we issued a report 
addressing the warrior care and transition program ad-
ministered by the U.S. Army at Fort Sam Houston, Texas. 
The report is a first in a series to discuss our assessment 
of the care, management, and transition of recovering 
service members at warrior units. We reviewed the pro-
cedures to assist warriors with their return to active duty 
status or transition to civilian life as well as the DoD pro-
grams for warriors affected with traumatic brain injury 
and posttraumatic stress disorder.
 We released another report on March 31, 2011, 
titled “Allegations Concerning Traumatic Brain Injury 
Research Integrity in Iraq.” We found that a clinical trial 
had been conducted in Iraq in which non-prescription, 
over-the-counter supplements were used in place of rec-
ommended treatments to determine if it was effective in 
the use of mild traumatic brain injury. The report raised 
serious questions about how the project was approved 
and whether or not injured service personnel had suf-
fered any ill effects from the lack of recommended treat-
ment. 
 The health and safety of our men and women in 
uniform - whether it is the body armor they wear, the 
design of vehicles to protect against improvised explo-
sive devices, or the medical care they depend on – is a 
critical DoD priority that requires the utmost attention 
and support. That point is highlighted in a report we 
issued on body armor. Our audit found that since the 
Army was not testing the body armor in accordance to 
its own contract requirements, the Army could not rea-
sonably ensure that vest components provide an appro-
priate level of protection for the warfighter.
 The work of DoD IG includes providing necessary 
oversight on a variety of other potential hazards, includ-
ing those not directly related to warfare, such as general 
health and safety issues at installations housing service 
personnel.
 The death of Staff Sergeant Ryan D. Maseth, U.S. 
Army, is a case in point. On January 2, 2008, Staff Sgt. 
Maseth stepped into a shower at his private quarters in 
the Radwaniyah Palace Complex in Baghdad, Iraq, and 
was electrocuted upon touching a metal shower hose 
that was attached to an ungrounded water pump.
 The U.S. Army Criminal Investigation Command 
investigated the death and determined the death was ac-
cidental. However, the family of Staff Sgt. Maseth was 
not satisfied with the answers they received from the 
investigation. The family contacted their congressional 
representative, who sent a letter in February 2008 to 
then-Secretary of Defense Robert Gates requesting fur-
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ther investigation and that steps should be taken to pre-
vent future incidents.
 I travelled to Iraq to assess the situation and initi-
ated other reports to determine whether there was a 
pattern to the electrocution deaths in Iraq and to assess 
electrical hazards in Afghanistan. We issued a series of 
three reports.
 The first report reviewed the death of Staff Sgt. Mas-
eth and found that his death was the catastrophic result 
of the failure of multiple systems and organizations that 
left Staff Sgt. Maseth and other U.S. service members ex-
posed to unacceptable risk of injury or death. The sec-
ond report reviewed the pattern of other electrocution 
deaths in Iraq.
 The third report examined electrical safety in Af-
ghanistan and found that the U.S. Central Command, 
U.S. Forces-Afghanistan and the Combined Joint Task 
Force were aware of the risks associated with the electri-
cal infrastructure in Afghanistan. DoD IG put forth rec-
ommendations and the U.S. Central Command and the 
Combined Joint Task Force took steps to address those 
issues.
 The death of Staff Sgt. Maseth touched off a series 
of inquiries resulting in not only corrective action taken 
in Iraq, but also in Afghanistan to ensure that potential 
electrical hazards were identified and addressed. What 
began as a “back end” report about an incident that oc-
curred in Iraq resulted in a “front end” review that fo-
cused on preventing similar incidents in Afghanistan.
 Although there is a discussion in the IG commu-
nity of whether we should focus on “front end” audits 
to reduce future problems or on “back end” audits that 
can identify responsibility for malfeasance and result in 
prosecutions; clearly both are important.
 Our criminal investigators also focus on protecting 
lives. Investigations that reveal potentially life‐threaten-
ing circumstances are deemed top priorities. Accord-
ingly, DCIS routinely investigates the introduction of 
failure-prone substandard products into the DoD pro-
curement system; health care fraud involving providers 
that render inadequate or unnecessary care to service 
members; and the illegal diversion of sensitive DoD 
weapons and technologies to dangerous criminal or ter-
rorist enterprises. For example, DCIS worked jointly 
with the Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco and Firearms and 
the U.S. Drug Enforcement Administration on an un-
dercover operation known as “White Gun.” The opera-
tion identified three foreign nationals who attempted to 
purchase military grade weapons – including a stinger 
anti-aircraft missile – for use by drug cartels. The indi-

viduals also sought to obtain anti-tank weapons, gre-
nade launchers, and high-caliber machine guns. The 
foreign nationals were arrested; two pled guilty in May 
2011; and another was convicted on charges in connec-
tion with the undercover operation. Had investigators 
failed to intercede, it is likely sensitive military-grade 
weapons would have fallen into the hands of nefarious 
criminal elements.

Issuing Timely and Relevant Reports 
There is an old military saying, “a good operational plan 
delivered before the battle is far better than a superior 
plan delivered after it’s over.” Within the IG community, 
conversation about timeliness and relevance is frequent 
and recognized as a major challenge. Oversight 
organizations, of course, want to do a good job and 
exhaust every possible avenue to get all the facts. 
However, if a report is issued after it is really needed, 
there is no value in terms of relevance.
 We learned a hard lesson a few years ago about the 
difficulty of conducting oversight over two wars without 
an adequate permanent presence in-theater. We realized 
after attempting to provide oversight mostly in the con-
tinental United States that we must have personnel on 
the ground to be effective. We needed to be in country 
to maintain situational awareness; to talk with the com-
manders; to comprehend the challenges our troops face; 
and to be familiar with the difficulties of getting goods 
and services in theater. To support the Department, we 
have tripled the number of auditors, inspectors, and spe-
cial agents on the ground in Southwest Asia. On any giv-
en day, there are between 50 and 60 personnel stationed 
in-theater performing a variety of oversight duties. 
In addition, there are also teams of DoD IG auditors, 
agents, inspectors, and engineers entering and exiting 
the region on temporary duty assignments to work on 
critical issues.
 Additionally, I established a senior executive ser-
vice-level special deputy inspector general for Southwest 
Asia, headquartered at Camp Arifjan, Kuwait, to interact 
directly with military commanders in theater in order to 
ensure oversight is relevant and feedback is timely. That 
executive serves as the single point of contact for all mat-
ters relating to oversight activity in Afghanistan, Iraq, 
Kuwait and other countries in the region. The special 
deputy also serves as the chairperson of the Southwest 
Asia Planning Group, which includes the inspectors 
general of the various military and civilian organizations 
serving in the region. In addition, the special deputy is 
in charge of coordinating the development of the Com-
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prehensive Oversight Plan for Southwest Asia and Sur-
rounding Areas. The plan addresses oversight work for 
Iraq and Afghanistan, and the rest of the U.S. Central 
Command area of responsibility.
 Like most IGs, we receive many requests from Con-
gress and the Department to conduct audits, investiga-
tions, and a broad range of assessments. Whether it is 
an assessment pertaining to a critical piece of warfighter 
equipment, the status of an allegation of senior official 
misconduct, or an evaluation of our train and equip mis-
sion in Afghanistan, the president, the secretary, and the 
Congress rely on our work to make critical decisions in-
volving some of the most sensitive and complex matters 
facing our national security. If we aren’t timely, we aren’t 
relevant.

 

Occasionally, DoD senior leadership must immediately 
be made aware of critical issues that we identify during 
the course of our oversight work. In response to this 
requirement, we developed a tool to allow communica-
tion of crucial findings in an expedited manner. These 
“quick reaction memorandums” allow senior leaders to 
take immediate action rather than wait for a final report. 
For example, during a review of body armor, we issued a 
quick reaction memorandum to U.S. Air Forces Central, 
which took immediate action to ensure that all airmen 
have body armor that meets the required level of protec-
tion.
 Although our goal is to ensure timeliness, some 
oversight projects will continue to require a significant 
investment of time given the complex nature of the sub-
ject matter. For example, a report issued in May 2011 
subsequent to a prolonged audit identified millions of 
dollars in spare parts inventory that were not being used 
while new and identical parts were being purchased at 
a higher cost. We found $339.7 million in existing DoD 
inventory that was not effectively used before procuring 
the same parts from Boeing, and over $242.8 million in 
excess inventory that could have been used to satisfy 

those requirements. What drew the most attention in 
this report were two examples of cost overcharging. Boe-
ing charged the government $644.75 for a “spur gear” 
that could have been obtained for $12.51. After DoD IG 
auditors identified that discrepancy, Boeing refunded 
$556,006. That same year, Boeing charged the govern-
ment $1,678.61 for a “roller assembly” slightly larger 
than a dime that could have been purchased through the 
Defense Logistics Agency for $7.71. After auditors iden-
tified that discrepancy, Boeing refunded $76,849.
 To address timeliness and relevance, I also created 
an engagement board consisting of our top executives. 
Every proposed audit, assessment, evaluation, or in-
spection comes before the board for consideration. In 
each case, the board identifies the specific constituent 
associated with the issue, determines what is expected, 
and how soon the product or service is needed if our 
information is to be relevant on delivery. The board as-
sesses the overall criticality of the work being proposed; 
whether to act; when the work is due; the consequences 
of being late; and the resources required to achieve suc-
cess.

Taking Care of People and Communication
Along with protecting the health, safety, and welfare of 
our men and women in uniform, we make sure that tak-
ing care of our people is a top priority. People are our 
greatest resource and in order to ensure their success we 
must develop leaders, promote good communication, 
and ensure accountability.
 When I arrived in July 2008, our training division 
had begun implementing in-house leadership courses. 
Since then, we have conducted workshops designed to 
reach all of our supervisors and managers, to include 
leadership courses for non-supervisory personnel, along 
with special seminars for our senior leaders. To date, 
more than 550 members of DoD IG have completed this 
training – accounting for over one quarter of our total 
work force. Senior leaders within our organization con-
tinue to be actively involved in each course as sponsors 
or speakers. Leadership needs to be taught, reinforced, 
and made a priority throughout any organization.
 In May 2010, we held our first ever DoD IG-wide 
leadership training conference called “Fostering Excel-
lence Through Unity,” which was attended by approxi-
mately 300 supervisors from across the organization – 
both domestic and overseas. Our goal was to promote 
leadership through a better understanding of the IG 
vision, to develop practical leadership skills and tech-
niques, and to increase awareness of the expectations 
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of DoD IG stakeholders. The conference is now a yearly 
event. We held our second leadership conference in June 
of this year and our focus was on “Becoming a Model 
Oversight Organization.”
 Enhancing communication is critical. It is impos-
sible to be a model oversight organization if people are 
uncertain about what is expected of them. Clearly de-
fined goals begin with good communication. I recently 
implemented a strategic communications program at 
DoD IG in order to develop a coordinated, proactive 
strategy to address our internal and external commu-
nications. The foundation of the program is an annual 
plan, which addresses our goals and objectives, key 
stakeholders, and strategies and tactics to communicate 
better about our work. We focus on increasing avenues 
for two-way communications with employees and en-
couraging employees to engage, identify problems, and 
develop solutions. For example, based on an employee 
suggestion – we now publish an e-newsletter, which we 
provide to our employees, congressional staff members, 
and senior leaders in the Department to share what we 
are doing, what reports are about to be released, and 
what projects we have recently announced.
 I also encourage every leader at DoD IG to engage 
and interact with his or her staff. In support of that ef-
fort, I hold periodic, impromptu small group meetings 
with employees from our various components in order 
to hear their concerns and get their feedback. I believe 
that people are unlikely to follow leaders who do not 
communicate well.
 Communication is even more important when you 
have employees located in field offices around the world, 
especially when working in war zones. That is why I, 
along with my senior leaders travel to various theaters 
of command to visit DoD IG personnel in Afghanistan, 
Iraq, Qatar, Kuwait, Germany, and Korea. It is important 
that we reach out, solicit feedback, and are available to 
listen.
 While we are making sure that the lines of com-
munication are open, it is also important that we ensure 
integrity and accountability. For example, shortly after I 
arrived at DoD IG in July 2008, one of my first initiatives 
was to create an office of ombudsman to provide DoD 
IG employees with an independent, impartial resource 
for informal and confidential dispute resolution. In ad-
dition, I established an Office of Professional Responsi-
bility that reports directly to me and is charged with en-
suring that all DoD IG employees are accountable; that 
we have policies in place; that they are current; and that 
they are being followed.

Conclusion 
To become a model oversight organization, DoD IG 
must also become the organization of choice – the one 
our stakeholders unhesitatingly turn to when they need 
objective facts and candid assessments relating to DoD 
programs and operations. Successfully meeting the ex-
pectations of the Department, the Congress, and the 
American people consistently requires producing work 
products that are timely and relevant, and that address 
the health and safety of our troops, as well as ensuring 
the effectiveness and professionalism of our people.
 Model organizations embrace change. Although we 
are an organization in transition, we are also most for-
tunate to have highly talented and dedicated people who 
embody the very best of public service. The credit for 
the many accomplishments highlighted in this article, 
and those accomplishments we will achieve in the fu-
ture, goes directly to them – the hard working men and 
women of the Department of Defense Office of Inspec-
tor General. b

Gordon S. heddell
Gordon S. Heddell was sworn in as 
the seventh inspector general for 
the Department of Defense on July 
14, 2009, one year after being ap-
pointed as acting inspector general.
Mr. Heddell has over ten years expe-
rience as a presidentially appointed, 
Senate confirmed inspector general, 

and has led inspector general offices of two cabinet level 
departments within the executive branch. 
 From 2001 to 2008, Mr. Heddell served as inspec-
tor general of the U.S. Department of Labor. Mr. Heddell 
served for 28 years in the U.S. Secret Service, where he 
held various management and leadership positions. Mr. 
Heddell began his government service as an Army chief 
warrant officer, helicopter pilot, serving in both Korea 
and Taiwan during the Vietnam-era conflict. 
 As inspector general, Mr. Heddell serves on the ex-
ecutive committee of the federal Council of Inspectors 
General for Integrity and Efficiency, and is chair of the 
Information Technology Committee. 
 Mr. Heddell holds a bachelor’s degree in political 
science from the University of Missouri, a master’s de-
gree in legal studies from the University of Illinois [for-
merly Sangamon State University], and was a Woodrow 
Wilson Public Service Fellow while at the Secret Service. 
He was the creator of the Secret Service mentoring pro-
gram at two D.C. public schools.
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The Inspector General Act directs federal inspectors 
general to, “review existing and proposed legislation 
. . . relating to [the] programs and operations” of their 
agencies and make recommendations “concerning the 
impact of such legislation on . . . [the] economy and effi-
ciency” of their agencies. In addition, inspectors general 
are required to keep Congress informed about “serious 
problems, abuses, and deficiencies relating to the ad-
ministration of [the] programs and operations [of their 
agencies]” and recommend corrective action.
 Traditionally, inspectors general accomplish these 
directives through the issuance of audit, investigative, 
and semiannual reports. In January 2011, the National 
Aeronautics and Space Administration Office of Inspec-
tor General used a different method to inform Congress 
about an issue that was affecting the economy, efficiency, 
and effectiveness of NASA programs. Specifically, the 
NASA OIG sent a letter to the chairs and ranking mem-
bers of the agency’s oversight and appropriations com-
mittees urging congressional action to address a situ-
ation created by “holdover” language in NASA’s fiscal 
year 2010 appropriation that prohibited the agency from 
terminating contracts related to its multi-billion dollar 
space exploration program or starting new programs to 
address the goals set out in the 2010 NASA Authoriza-
tion Act.
 As explained in the letter, because NASA was 
funded by a continuing resolution that carried over re-
strictive language from the FY 2010 appropriation, the 
agency was spending approximately $200 million each 
month on a rocket program that, through passage of the 
2010 Authorization Act, both NASA and Congress had 
agreed not to build. The letter pointed out that with-
out congressional intervention, by the end of FY 2011, 
NASA anticipated spending more than $575 million on 
contracts and projects associated with this program that, 
absent the restrictive appropriations language, it would 
have considered canceling or significantly scaling back.
 

The following is a reprint of one of NASA OIG’s letters.
 
 Dear Chairman Rockefeller and Senator Hutchison:

The Inspector General Act of 1978 directs federal in-
spectors general to, among other things, “review exist-
ing and proposed legislation and regulations relating to 
programs and operations” of their agencies and to make 
recommendations “concerning the impact of such leg-
islation or regulations on the economy and efficiency in 
the administration of programs and operations admin-
istered or financed by such establishment.” In addition, 
inspectors general are required to keep their agency 
head and Congress informed about “serious problems, 
abuses, and deficiencies relating to the administration of 
programs and operations administered or financed by 
such establishment, [and] to recommend corrective ac-
tion concerning such problems.”1 
 We write this letter to highlight a situation at NASA 
that we believe requires immediate action by Con-
gress. Due to restrictive language in NASA’s FY 2010 
appropriation,2 coupled with the fact that NASA and 
the rest of the federal government are currently being 
funded by a continuing resolution that carries over these 
restrictions and prohibits initiation of new projects, 

1) The Inspector General Act of 1978, as amended, 5 U.S.C. App. § 4(a) (2) & (5).
2 Public Law No. 111-117, which funded NASA in FY 2010, designated approximately $3.7 
billion for exploration activities available until September 30, 2011, with the following 
limitation: 

“Provided, that notwithstanding Section 505 of this Act, none of the funds provided 
herein and from prior years that remain available for obligation during fiscal year 2010 
shall be available for the termination or elimination of any program, project or activity of 
the architecture for the Constellation program nor shall such funds be available to create 
or initiate a new program, project or activity, unless such program termination, elimina-
tion, creation, or initiation is provided in subsequent appropriations Acts.” NASA’s budget 
had called for it to spend $2.402 billion of the $3.7 billion exploration appropriation on 
Constellation in FY 2011.

In July of 2010, Congress placed an additional restriction on NASA providing that “not-
withstanding any other provision of law or regulation, funds made available for Constella-
tion in fiscal year 2010 for ‘National Aeronautics and Space Administration Exploration’ 
and from previous appropriations for ‘National Aeronautics and Space Administration 
Exploration’ shall be available to fund continued performance of Constellation contracts, 
and performance of such Constellation contracts may not be terminated for convenience 
by the National Aeronautics and Space Administration in fiscal year 2010.” Pub. L. No. 111-
212. Both provisions are carried over in the current continuing resolution funding NASA 
and the rest of the federal government.

Another Tool in the Toolbox 
Alerting Congress About Possible Threats to Agency Efficiency

By Inspector General Paul K. Martin
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NASA is continuing to spend approximately $200 mil-
lion each month on the Constellation program, aspects 
of which both NASA and Congress have agreed not to 
build. Without congressional intervention, by the end of 
February 2011, NASA anticipates spending up to $215 
million on Constellation projects that, absent the restric-
tive appropriations language, it would have considered 
canceling or significantly scaling back. Moreover, by 
the end of FY 2011, that figure could grow to more than 
$575 million if NASA is required to continue operating 
under the current constraints and is unable to move be-
yond the planning stages for its new Space Exploration 
program.
 The limitation on NASA’s ability to end Constella-
tion-related contracts was discussed at a December 1, 
2010 hearing of the Senate Committee on Commerce, 
Science, and Transportation chaired by Subcommittee 
Chairman Nelson and attended by Ranking Member 
Hutchison and other committee members. Senators at 
the hearing discussed developing options to address the 
restriction, but the CR enacted at the end of the last con-
gressional session retained the limiting language.

Background
In October 2010, the president signed into law a three-
year Authorization Act for NASA (Pub. L. No. 111-267) 
that provided specific guidance for the agency’s manned 
space program when the space shuttle era comes to a 
close later this year. The Authorization Act calls for the 
development of a new heavy-lift rocket and multi-pur-
pose crew vehicle to replace the existing rockets and cap-
sules being built as part of the Constellation program. 
The Act directs NASA “to the extent practicable to uti-
lize existing contracts, investments, workforce, industri-
al base and capabilities” from the Constellation program 
in meeting these directives.3 
 However, to date, Congress has not enacted corre-
sponding appropriation legislation to fund these direc-
tives. Instead, like all other federal agencies, NASA has 
been operating under a CR that continues the agency’s 
budget at the FY 2010 level and perpetuates the restric-
tion in NASA’s 2010 appropriations law prohibiting the 
agency from canceling the Constellation program or ter-
minating related contracts. As a result, NASA is in the 
difficult position of having to fund elements of a pro-
gram that have been canceled. At the same time, restric-
3) The major components of the Constellation program are the Ares I rocket that was 
being built to lift the Orion crew capsule into low-Earth orbit and a much larger Ares V 
rocket that could lift heavy cargo into low-Earth orbit and also carry a crew to the moon. 
In February 2010, the president announced his intention to cancel the program and 
instead develop commercial efforts to send cargo and astronauts to the International 
Space Station and fund research by NASA to develop new technologies to travel beyond 
low-Earth orbit.

tions in the CR and the FY 2010 appropriations legisla-
tion prohibit NASA from establishing any new programs 
to implement the directives set forth in the 2010 Autho-
rization Act.
 Under the Authorization Act, NASA was directed 
to develop the architecture for a Multi-Purpose Crew 
Vehicle and a Space Launch System that would enable 
a rocket to lift 130 tons of cargo and crew to low-Earth 
orbit and to prepare for future deep space missions.4 
NASA officials told us that although they will not make 
a final decision until spring on the architecture that they 
will adopt to meet these goals, the information they have 
gathered to date suggests they likely will use many of the 
major components currently under development in the 
Constellation program.5 

The Problem
Recent media accounts have reported that the interac-
tion of the 2010 Authorization Act and the CR will result 
in NASA wasting nearly $500 million on the Constella-
tion program through March 4, 2011.6 Given the mis-
sion of the OIG to prevent waste in NASA programs, we 
asked agency officials to quantify their spending on the 
various aspects of the Constellation program and char-
acterize any effect the appropriations restriction has had 
on the way they have allocated these funds. In sum, we 
found that by March 4, NASA expects to have spent up 
to $215 million on Constellation projects they otherwise 
would have considered canceling or scaling back absent 
the restrictive language in the CR. That figure could rise 

4) On January 10, 2011, NASA submitted to Congress a report required by Section 309 of 
the Authorization Act that describes the agency’s preliminary plans for developing this 
Space Launch System and Multi-Purpose Crew Vehicle.
5) In November 2010, NASA funded 13 private research studies as part of a Broad Agency 
Announcement to solicit alternative approaches for the next generation Space Launch 
System.  Officials said they may reconsider their initial intention to use architecture similar 
to the Constellation program for the new heavy-lift system depending on the results of 
these studies.
6) See, e.g., Mark K. Matthews, NASA has to keep defunct Ares rocket program going, The 
Orlando Sentinel, December 30, 2010.
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to more than $575 million if the CR remains unchanged 
through the end of the fiscal year.
 NASA has budgeted $2.4 billion for the Constel-
lation program through September 30, 2011. Senior 
NASA officials told us they have directed the majority 
of this funding to contracts for products, engineering, 
and testing that they believe will most likely benefit the 
heavy-lift vehicle and crew capsule that will be developed 
pursuant to the 2010 Authorization Act. Specifically, of 
the $2.4 billion budgeted for Constellation, NASA plans 
to spend $1.029 billion on Ares rockets and $983 million 
on the Orion crew capsule.

 For example, NASA officials said that of the four 
major elements of the current Ares program, two could 
be used in the new heavy-lift system:  the first stage 
solid-fuel rocket engines and the upper stage liquid-
fuel engine.7 Accordingly, NASA said it is focusing its 
spending on the two existing contracts related to these 
elements and plans to pay Alliant Techsystems Inc. $303 
million in FY 2011 to build a five-segment solid rocket 
booster engine and Pratt & Whitney Rocketdyne $213 
million for development of the J-2X upper stage engine. 
Conversely, NASA officials said they have dramatically 
scaled back funding for the third and fourth elements of 
the Ares program—the upper stage and related avion-
ics, both currently being designed by Boeing—because 
those elements are less likely to be applicable to the new 
heavy-lift system. In fact, NASA officials told us that ab-
sent the CR language preventing them from doing so, 
they likely would have considered canceling these con-
tracts with Boeing rather than spending $26 million on 
these projects in October and November 2010.
 With respect to the new crew capsule, NASA offi-
cials told us they are considering using a capsule very 
similar to the Orion capsule that Lockheed Martin has 
been building for the Constellation program. As a re-
sult, NASA officials believe very little of the $147 million 
spent on Orion during the first two months of FY 2011 
would not have been spent even if the agency were not 
bound by the Appropriations Act language.
 NASA managers also told us that in addition to the 
Boeing contracts cited above, they likely would have 
7) NASA officials gave two reasons for planning to hew closely to the Ares rocket design:  
the time and cost that would be associated with designing and building an entirely new 
rocket and the directive in the Authorization Act that NASA should “to the extent practi-
cable” utilize existing contracts and capabilities.

considered canceling or significantly scaling back three 
other aspects of the Constellation program and the as-
sociated contracts at the beginning of FY 2011, but for 
the restrictions in the Appropriations Act:
•	 $27 million spent in October and November 2010 

for “ground operations,” including rebuilding 
Launch Pad 39B at the Kennedy Space Center and 
other fuel, equipment, and transportation costs. Al-
though some of these funds eventually would have 
been spent to rebuild the launch pad to accommo-
date the new heavy-lift launch system, NASA likely 
would have postponed funding this project until a 
later date.8

•	 $7 million during these same two months for “mis-
sion operations,” including funding for control op-
erations, facilities, software development, tools, and 
training.9

•	 $11 million in October and November for “program 
integration,” to ensure that contractors working on 

8) Before the president announced his intention to cancel Constellation in February 
2010, NASA had originally planned to spend $790 million on ground operations for the 
program in FY 2011. The agency reduced that figure to $197 million for FY 2011 after the 
current CR was passed in December 2010.
9) In September 2009, NASA had planned to spend $232 million in FY 2011 on mission 
operations for the Constellation program. The agency reduced the mission operations 
budget to $76 million upon passage of the CR in December 2010.

“Recent media accounts have reported that 
the interaction of the 2010 Authorization Act 

and the CR will result in NASA wasting nearly 
$500 million on the Constellation program...” 



CONSTELLATION FUNDING UNDER THE CONTINUING RESOLUTION
(red text highlights potential inefficient use of funding)

Project/Contract FY 2011 Budget 
as of Sept. 2009 

– Original

FY 2011 Budget 
as of Dec. 2010 – 

Revised

FY 2011 – First 2 
Months (actual)

FY 2011 – End of 
Feb. 2011

(estimated)

Constellation $5.309 billion $2.402 billion $369 million $972 million

Ares – Overall $1.988 billion $1.029 billion $172 million $441 million
ATK: 1st Stage Engines  $   303 million $  57 million $132 million
PWR: J-2X Engine  $   213 million $  43 million $103 million
Boeing: Upper Stage & Avionics  $   210 million $  26 million $  83 million

Orion – Overall $1.767 billion $   983 million $147 million $386 million
Lockheed Martin: Orion $   805 million $123 million $316 million

Ground Operations* $   790 million $   197 million $  27 million $  75 million

Mission Operations* $   232 million $     76 million $     7 million $  23 million

Program Integration* $   223 million $     94 million $  11 million $  34 million
Potential Inefficient Use of Funds $   577 million $  71 million $215 million

Source: Constellation program managers.
* NASA officials noted that even if they had complete freedom to stop spending on these aspects of the Constellation program, they still would need to expend some amount of money for 
infrastructure and personnel costs to maintain program readiness. The officials did not provide a breakdown of these costs.
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each part of the program were communicating with 
each other so that the capsule, rocket, avionics, and 
space suits all work in tandem. 10

In response to our questions, NASA officials were only 
able to produce concrete figures on the amount the 
agency spent on Constellation projects they would have 
considered canceling or scaling back but for the restric-
tive appropriations language for the first two months of 
the fiscal year (October 1 to November 30, 2010). How-
ever, they indicated that it was very likely that spending 
in December would have been at roughly the same rate 
as the previous two months. As the table on the left page 
shows, by the end of February 2011, NASA anticipates 
spending $215 million on such Constellation projects. 
Moreover, according to agency figures, NASA will spend 
more than $575 million on such projects if the CR is 
continued through the end of the fiscal year and the ap-
propriations directive remains unchanged.
 In sum, it appears that NASA has taken steps to 
concentrate its spending on those aspects of the Constel-
lation program it believes may have future applicability, 
and that these efforts have helped reduce the potential 
inefficient use of taxpayer dollars. However, based on 
what we have learned from agency officials, as NASA 
moves closer to making final decisions regarding how 
best to move forward in designing and building the next 
generation space system, it will become increasingly 
more difficult for the agency to continue to juggle the 
inconsistent mandates of the Authorization Act and the 
appropriations legislation so as to avoid wasting tax-
payer funds. As one senior NASA official described it, 
“There’s a point coming up soon where we would just be 
spending money to spend money.”
 Constraining NASA’s ability to stop spending mon-
ey on aspects of a rocket program that the administra-
tion and Congress both have agreed to cancel while at 
the same time prohibiting the agency from beginning 
the follow-on program called for in the 2010 Authori-
zation Act strikes us as a problem ripe for correction. 
Accordingly, we urge Congress to take immediate ac-

10) In September 2009, NASA had planned to spend $223 million in FY 2011 on program 
integration, but reduced that budget to $94 million after the CR was passed in December 
2010.

tion that will enable NASA to reduce or cease funding 
aspects of the Constellation program in order to more 
efficiently redirect these funds to the priorities outlined 
in the Authorization Act.11

 Please contact us if you have any questions about 
this letter. b

11) The Inspector General Act contains a concept called a “Recommendation that Funds 
Be Put to Better Use” that strikes us as appropriate in this situation.  The term refers to 
money that could be used more efficiently if management took actions to implement 
certain recommendations.  In this case, we believe NASA could more efficiently use its 
funds designated for space flight if it were free from the constraints in the 2010 Ap-
propriations Act.

Paul K. martin
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bachelor’s degree in journalism from Pennsylvania State 
University and a Juris Doctorate from Georgetown Uni-
versity Law Center.
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In the article, we introduce to the reader a new database 
(as of January 30, 2011) compiled by management at each 
federal agency which contains detailed service contract ac-
tions by fiscal year. In order to improve transparency, the 
Office of Management and Budget regulations mandate 
posting of all the information on an agency’s Web page. 
After proper validation and verification of the data, an 
OIG will find that the database can yield useful prelimi-
nary information for a deeper analysis of agency contract 
actions. Anticipated improvements in fiscal year 2011 to 
the database known as the Service Contract Inventory, 
will offer contract-specific information such as the actual 
number of contractors on board and their location. This 
database will aid OIGs to evaluate contractor participa-
tion and performance in the delivery of an agency’s mis-
sion, address President Obama’s concern about a balanced 
workforce (federal employees performing inherently gov-
ernmental functions while contractors assist federal em-
ployees), and aid OIGs in identifying potential cases of 
fraud, waste, and abuse.
 The Federal Acquisition Regulation, known as 
FAR,1 guides all federal agencies with specific proce-
dures to follow when contracting for services with the 
private sector. Recent data from the Government Ac-
countability Office revealed that federal contract spend-
ing exceeds $500 billion annually, and in Fiscal Year 
2010 was $535 billion.2 At some large agencies such 
as the General Services Administration, FY 2010 pro-
curements exceeded $66 billion. GSA also manages the 
largest interagency contracting program in the federal 
government, the Multiple Award Schedules. In FY 2010, 
sales through the MAS program were $38.9 billion with 
18,396 contracts.3 However, few OIGs are able to quickly 
sort through all the new service contracts issued by an 
agency’s procurement office. One notable exception is 
the Recovery Accountability and Transparency Board 

1) Available at https://www.acquisition.gov/Far/loadmainre.html; and at http://farcite.
hill.af.mil.
2) GAO-11-331T CONTRACT AUDITS Role in Helping Ensure Effective Oversight and 
Reducing Improper Payments Statement of Jeanette M. Franzel managing director ac-
companied by Gayle L. Fischer assistant director Financial Management and Assurance 
(Washington, D.C.: February 1, 2011), page 1.
3) Statement of Hon. Brian D. Miller Inspector General, General Services Administration 
Before Senate Committee on Homeland Security and Governmental Affairs, Ad Hoc Com-
mittee on Contracting Oversight, February 1, 2011.

headed by Earl Devaney. The RAT Board’s arsenal of 
data mining tools can aid inspectors general in identify-
ing potential contracts for further investigation. Its Web 
address is USASpending.gov and contains information 
about procurements, grants, and loans. Now, more con-
tracting databases are emerging that can aid inspec-
tors general to efficiently conduct procurement-related 
searches in their agencies.

New Legislation Requires Agencies to Post All 
Service Contracts
In an effort to establish more transparency for the pub-
lic, the FY 2010 Consolidated Appropriations Act, (P.L. 
111-117), Section 743 of Division C, mandates civilian, 
non–defense agencies to prepare an annual inventory 
of their service contracts. According to OMB, a service 
contract inventory is a tool for assisting an agency in 
better understanding how contracted services are used 
to support mission and operations and whether the con-
tractors’ skills are being utilized in an appropriate man-
ner.4 Data contained in the agency’s produced service 
contract inventory5 spreadsheets can provide an OIG 
analyst with a plethora of useful information for struc-
turing future queries to management and aid in devel-
oping annual audit plans. Today, with limited budgets, 
OIGs must leverage the skills on hand to satisfy their IG 
Act mandate for rooting out fraud, waste, and abuse in 
federal agencies.6
 As of January 30, 2011, most executive agencies 
have posted their SCI data on their home Web page.7 
For comparatively smaller OIGs, with limited staff, this 
information can guide you to identifying potential con-
tract risks in the agency. Some OIGs who have real time 
direct access to all contracting data can still find the SCI 
data useful for their initial examination of macro con-
tracting trends. For example, one can sort SCI data by 
4) OMB Memorandum for Chief Acquisition Officers Senior Procurement Executives dated 
November 5, 2010.
5) OMB Memorandum for Chief Acquisition Officers Senior Procurement Executives dated 
November 5, 2010-Attachment at paragraph A.2. Agency inventories should include all 
service contract actions over $25,000 that were awarded in FY 2010.
6) See Inspector General Act of 1978, as amended, Section 2(B).
7) Over a two-day period, starting February 22, 2011, the author searched 61 non-defense 
related agency websites and found that 51 percent had the Service Contract Inventory 
report available via a simple search for the phrase Service Contract Inventory.

A New Information Tool 
Available to Inspectors General for Evaluating Contracting Resources

By  Tony Baptiste
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type of contractor: sole source, competitively bid, or 
non–competitively awarded contractor; and by time of 
obligation (i.e., which quarter the funds were spent). 
In several appendices, summary data are also available 
for contract types. Armed with that information — the 
dollar amount of the contract and other data elements 
— one can drill down and evaluate contracts issued to a 
specific firm and initiate relevant and timely audits and 
investigations.

Background
Section 1423 of the Services Acquisition Reform Act of 
20038 created the Acquisition Advisory Panel to review 
and recommend any necessary changes to acquisition 
laws and regulations as well as government–wide ac-
quisition policies with a view toward ensuring effective 
and appropriate use of commercial practices and per-
formance–based contracting. The panel made a number 
of recommendations, one of which directly led to the 
creation of the current Web-based SCI. For example, a 
panel recommendation9 issued in 2006 stated:

#15. Within one year, OMB shall conduct feasibil-
ity and funding study of integrating data on awards 
of contracts, grants, cooperative agreements, inter-
agency service support agreements, and other trans-
actions through a single, integrated, and Web-acces-
sible database searchable by the public.10

 The panel examined data from the Federal Procure-
ment Data System11 maintained by GSA. This database 
contains all contracts having a value of $3,000 or more. 
FPDS acquires contractor-specific information from the 
Central Contractor Registration Database, which is the 
primary database for identifying all contractors provid-
ing services to the government.12 FPDS can be a useful 
starting point for evaluating management’s allocation of 
its resources by program areas. The recent arrival of SCI 
is a leap forward in presenting contract data in a clear 
and easily accessible source.  However, prior to using the 
SCI and FPDS, you may want to validate and verify the 
accuracy of the information stored in the two databases 
with your specific agency files.

8) P.L. 108-136, Nov. 4, 2003, NDAA for FY 2004, includes the Services Acquisition Reform 
Act of 2003.
9) Provisionally adopted by the Acquisition Advisory Panel during a public meeting held 
on August 10, 2006.
10) See Acquisition Advisory Panel recommendations at https://www.acquisition.gov/
comp/aap/documents/Datapercent20Findingspercent20andpercent20Recommenda-
tions2percent20percent2008percent2010percent2006.pdf.
11) Specifically known as Federal Procurement Data System–Next Generation, this 
database contains contract information from fiscal year 2004 to present. FPDS-NG is the 
primary government-wide contracting database, providing information on government 
contracting actions, procurement trends, and achievement of socioeconomic goals, such 
as small business participation.
12) Another database known as fedbizopps can provide information on federal contract 
solicitations and award notices. See http://www.fedbizopps.gov.

Prior Experience Using Contracting Data
In determining which programs and contracts to review, 
an OIG considers internal risk assessments, congres-
sional requests, hotline information, and other sources 
that raise allegations of potential contracting violations. 
Several years ago, at our OIG, we initiated a review of 
the agency’s use of contractors. We read and evaluated 
all contracts entered into by the agency for characteris-
tic information that is now easily available in the SCI.13 
Today, a similar initial review could be conducted in one 
quarter of the time,14 a genuine productivity improve-
ment. The usefulness of SCI data is that it can enable an 
OIG or the public to evaluate the proportion of contract-
ed services that an agency is relying on for conducting its 
mission. Furthermore, such information and additional 
research will enable the user to assess the cost effective-
ness of public/private resources employed in delivering 
agency services.

President’s Directive - Increase Contracting 
Competition and Reduce Outsourcing 
The president’s March 4, 2009 memorandum15 on fed-
eral government contracting established certain policy 
goals for contracting for services. President Obama 
specified the following guidelines:

Federal agencies should not rely on sole-source con-
tracts and cost-reimbursement contracts, which may 
lead to wasteful spending by the government.

 OMB is directed to clarify when governmental out-
sourcing for services is and is not appropriate, consistent 
with Section 321 of Public Law 110-417.16 Re-evaluate 
OMB Circular A-76 that encourages outsourcing of 
work performed by federal employees. 
There is a preference for fixed-price type contracts and 
directed that cost-reimbursement contracts shall only be 
used in circumstances when an agency cannot define its 
requirements sufficiently.
 To evaluate an agency’s response to this presidential 
directive, an OIG analyst can access, review, and evalu-
ate volumes of contracting data for preparing highly fo-
cused audit plans. An OIG analyst could use SCI data to 
enable it to conduct a first pass at identifying program-
spending patterns at its agency. One can then:
•	 Identify contracting clusters.
•	 Identify follow–on contracts. 
•	 Identify non–competitive contracts.
•	 Generate leads for further scrutiny of sole source 

contracts.

13) SCI does not cover micro purchases (valued at less than $2,500) made by agency 
employees.
14) Author’s estimate.
15) Go to http://edocket.access.gpo.gov/2009/E9-4938.htm to view.
16) (31 U.S.C. 501, note).
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This enables the analyst to assess the agency’s posture 
towards the above stated guidelines one and three, from 
the March 4, 2009 presidential directive. Usable data re-
garding guidelines one and three are available in the FY 
2010 SCI database in the contract type analysis section.

New Data Mining Tool
The traditional labor intensive and time-consuming 
methodology for initiating agency-wide contracting 
reviews would involve making a formal request for in-
formation from the procurement office and wait for de-
livery of the data. In some agencies, such a request may 
necessitate legal review. After receiving the information, 
an OIG analyst would then perform a validation test on 
whether funds were properly obligated for all contracts 
under review. Finally, to close the loop, an analyst would 
consult with the OIG financial statement audit team to 
gain any insight into contract spending patterns. Along 
the way, the analyst would naturally assemble data on 
the number of contractors and their interaction with 
federal employees for delivering mission critical ser-
vices. In some instances, the number of contractors may 
have become overwhelmingly essential for agencies to 
conduct critical missions, disrupting an essential bal-
ance between federal employees and private sector con-
tractors.

SCI Data and President’s Balanced 
Work Force Initiative
Using SCI data can enable an analyst to measure an 
agency’s approach to meeting the president’s and OMB’s 
directive of evaluating the balanced workforce.17 Antici-

17) For guidance on labor force-rebalancing issues see OMB Memorandum M-09-26 
Managing the Multi-Sector Workforce, issued on July 29, 2009.

pated in FY 2011, SCI database will include the number 
of contractors per contract, a valuable data element for 
initiating labor cost performance analyses. The follow-
ing are the criteria recommended by OMB for evaluat-
ing the nature of the work performed in the program 
area under review.
 In FY 2011, the analyst will have sufficient contrac-
tor population data that can facilitate analysis of balance 
workforce issues in your agency. 

Selected Review of FY 2010 Posted SCI Data -
Two ECIE Agencies
Using SCI data posted on agency websites, we randomly 
selected two Designated Federal Entity agencies to gauge 
the usefulness of currently available data. In the follow-
ing tables, we omitted the specific agency’s name.
From the following chart labeled DFE Agency A, notice 
that:
•	 In FY 2010, 68 percent of Product Service Con-

tract obligations were spent on ADP Facility Man-
agement expenditure category, 92 percent of the 
contract(s) were fixed-price, and 8 percent were 
classified as other.

•	 An additional 17 percent of total agency product 
service contract obligations were spent on the cat-
egory Other Professional Services; of those con-
tracts, 26 percent were fixed-priced, and 74 percent 
consisted of time and materials, labor and handling 
contracts.

Now the OIG analyst can drill down to individual con-
tracts for more information.
 From the following chart labeled DFE Agency B, 
notice that:
•	 In FY 2010, 32 percent of PSC obligations were 

spent on Other ADP & Professional Services expen-
diture category; five percent of the contract(s) were 
fixed-price; 28 percent were time and materials, la-
bor and handling contracts; and the remaining 67 
percent were classified as other contracts.

•	 An additional four percent of total agency PSC ob-
ligations were spent in the category Other Profes-
sional Services, and 38 percent of those contracts 
were fixed-priced, five percent were cost type of 
contracts, and 57 percent consisted of time and ma-
terials, labor and handling contracts. 

Also, notice that in the case of Agency B, the remain-
ing 64 percent of contracted obligations, not listed in the 
table, are scattered among many descriptive categories. 
In this case, an analyst would dig deeper into the con-
tract listings to extract more details such as the trend in 
outlays within each category.
 As you can see, the SCI data can be an excellent ini-
tial source for conducting a preliminary evaluation of 
your agency’s annual contracting activity.

If the function is… Positions performing the 
function may be filled…

Inherently govern-
mental

Only with federal employees

Critical but not  
inherently govern-
mental

Only with federal employees 
to the extent required by the 
agency to maintain control of 
its mission and operations (or 
if required by law, executive 
order, or international agree-
ment)

And 

By either federal employees 
or private sector contractors 
once the agency has sufficient 
internal capability to control its 
mission and operations

Essential but not 
inherently govern-
mental

By either federal employees or 
private sector contractors

Source: OMB M09-26 Managing the Multi-Sector Workforce (July 29, 2009).
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Source: Agency web site.

Designated Federal Entity Agency B
Agency Product or Serive Contract Analysis - FY2010 Posted on the Web as of 2-22-11

To Large PSC Categories in Each Agency

Contract Type Analysis

PSC 
code

Category Description 
used for Comparative 
Purposes Obligations

% of Total 
Obligations Fixed Price Cost T&M/LH Other Row Totals

D399 Other ADP &
Professional Services

$65,503,458 32% $3,276,112 $0.00 $18,341,325.24 $43,886,020 $65,503,458

Calculated 
Percentage

5% 28% 67% 100%

R499 Other Professional Svcs $8,788,850 4% $3,339,763 $439,443 $5,009,645 $0.00 $8,788,850
Calculated 
Percentage

38% 5% 57% 0% 100%

Remaining categories 
not posted in this table 
and available at agency 
website

64%

Category Total 100%

Designated Federal Entity Agency A
Agency Product or Serive Contract Analysis - FY2010 Posted on the Web as of 2-22-11

To Large PSC Categories in Each Agency

Designated Federal Entity 
Agency A

Contract Type Analysis

PSC 
code

Category Description 
used for Comparative 
Purposes Obligations

% of Total 
Obligations Fixed Price Cost T&M/LH Other Row Totals

D301 ADP Facility Management $12,258,208 68% $11,296,939 $0.00 $0.00 $951,269 $12,248,208

Calculated 
percentage

92% 8% 100%

R499 Other Professional Svcs $2,982,918 17% $788,373 $0.00 $2,194,545 $0.00 $2,982,918

Calculated 
percentage

26% 74% 100%

Remaining categories not 
posted in this table and 
available at agency website

15%

Category Total 100%

Source: Agency web site.
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Concluding Remarks 
The current budget concerns of the federal government 
will challenge all OIGs to use efficiently limited resourc-
es. Technological tools can enable some OIGs to lever-
age valuable employee skills for structuring queries that 
can aid in preparing audit plans and investigations. Con-
tractor-provided services to agencies can aid the agency 
in performing its mission. However, underperforming 
contracts are an unacceptable drain of resources that an 
OIG should identify for corrective action.
 The new SCI data posted on agency websites con-
tains valuable information for assisting the public in de-
manding greater government accountability. Currently, 
the reliability of the SCI data is unknown. However, in 
the next few months, agency-produced SCI data will 
likely undergo independent review by OIGs to ascertain 
its reliability. In FY 2011, more detailed contract and 
contractor information will be available to enable OIGs 
to identify relative performance of contracts and aid in 
evaluating issues such as a balanced work force in carry-
ing out an agency’s mission. b
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The Lloyd D. George Federal Courthouse in downtown 
Las Vegas was less than a half-hour from opening for 
business on the first Monday of 2010. On a brisk, clear 
morning, government workers filed through the build-
ing’s grand entrance located at the corner of Las Vegas 
Boulevard and Bridger Avenue. Among the federal em-
ployees lurked a 66-year-old man wearing black pants, 
a black shirt, and a black jacket. The man climbed up 
the steps to the Courthouse entrance. Upon entering the 
building’s lobby just after 8 a.m., he pulled from beneath 
his jacket a shotgun and opened fire on innocent people 
in front of him.
 The shots ignited chaos in the Courthouse as people 
fled from the building in a panic. Seven court security 
officers returned fire on the shooter, pursuing him as he 
ran from the building. He was ultimately shot and killed 
by officers across the street from the Courthouse, but 
not before he killed a 72-year-old retired police officer, a 
federal court security officer of more than 15 years, and 
injured a deputy U.S. marshal, who required surgery af-
ter the shooting.
 According to an investigation, the man acted alone 
in his plot and his motive for the attack was his dissatis-
faction with the Social Security Administration, which 
has a Las Vegas hearing office located across the street 
from the George Federal Courthouse. The shooter re-
cently lost a case against SSA, according to authorities. 
He was a Supplemental Security Income recipient who, 
upon moving from California to Nevada, lost a Califor-
nia state supplement of $317 per month. The man sued 
the agency in March 2008, upset with the benefit reduc-
tion, but a federal district court judge dismissed the 
man’s case in September 2009.
 As more and more Americans turn to the govern-
ment for financial assistance during times of economic 
challenge, the potential for threats and attacks against 
federal workers increase. In SSA’s case, the number of 
beneficiaries served has jumped from 52.5 million in 
December 2009 to 54 million in December 2010 – a 2.9 

percent increase (the average year-over-year increase 
from 1998 to 2008 was 1.4 percent). The workload is in-
creasing for SSA employees at a time when their custom-
ers will be the most demanding.
 The commissioner of Social Security, SSA’s inspec-
tor general, and all federal agency heads and inspectors 
general agree that the safety of federal employees and fa-
cilities are of paramount concern. While what transpired 
in Las Vegas in January 2010 was an extreme example 
of the potential harm our employees face, it serves as a 
grim reminder that additional preparative measures are 
needed. First, offices of inspectors general must expand 
their role from that of after-incident response to proac-
tive prevention.

Threat Allegations Increasing Nationwide
About a month after the Las Vegas shooting, an inci-
dent in New York again reinforced the notion that our 
employees must be prepared for any and all contingen-
cies. In February 2010, SSA employees at the Regional 
Commissioner’s Office in Manhattan received a package 
postmarked from California that contained a threaten-
ing letter and a suspicious white powder. After nine SSA 
workers came in contact with the substance, SSA evacu-
ated its offices on the 40th floor of 26 Federal Plaza. The 
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incident conjured memories of the anthrax envelopes 
that media outlets and U.S. lawmakers received in 2001, 
leading to the deaths of five people. Medical technicians 
decontaminated the employees, and New York City au-
thorities examined the substance and determined that it 
was non-hazardous.
 

SSA facilities in Maryland, Missouri, and Pennsylvania, 
along with the White House, received similar suspicious 
packages. Our San Francisco office began investigating 
a transient man who previously received Social Security 
disability benefits and was upset that his benefits were 
suspended. We quickly located and apprehended the 
man in northern California. He confessed to sending 
the packages and authorities charged him with mail-
ing threatening communications. In August 2010, after 
pleading guilty to an anthrax hoax, threats against the 
president, and failure to register as a sex offender, the 
man was sentenced to 20 years in prison and 120 months 
of supervised release.
 As with the Las Vegas shooting, this case paints a 
vivid picture that represents the increasing number of 
threats made against SSA employees or property in re-
cent years. Threats come from a variety of sources. Most 
originate in SSA field offices, where most public contact 
occurs.

 Sometimes there is a fine line between an expression 
of anger and a threat. SSA personnel must use judgment 
in deciding whether the situation rises to the level of an 
incident. However, employees are encouraged to report 
all threat-related incidents immediately to management.
 SSA and its OIG take threat reports very seriously. 
Managers are required to document within two work-
days all incidents that directly or indirectly adversely af-
fect the safety and security of SSA’s personnel, visitors, 
and property. SSA electronically routes those incident 
reports to regional management and security coordina-
tors. Employees or supervisors can also report threats to 
law enforcement officials, including the OIG’s Office of 
Investigations.
 Below are a few examples of allegations that SSA re-
ported to our investigators and we took quick action to 
investigate and bring the cases to closure:
•	 After receiving a referral from the Gainesville, 

Georgia Social Security office, our Atlanta office 
investigated a man for threatening employees after 
they told him that he did not qualify for disability 
benefits. Our office worked with the Bureau of Al-
cohol, Tobacco, Firearms, and Explosives; Federal 
Protective Service; and local police. We executed a 
search warrant at the man’s residence and arrested 
him for being a convicted felon in the possession of 
a firearm.

•	 An agent in our San Juan, Puerto Rico office investi-
gated a disability beneficiary after he used a wooden 
bat to attack a security guard at the Humacoa Social 
Security office. The beneficiary was charged with 
simple battery and weapon possession, and sen-
tenced to 60 days in jail.

•	 Our Washington, D.C. office investigated a disability 
beneficiary for threatening a SSA service represen-
tative in the Anacostia Social Security office during 
a visit involving a retroactive payment. The man en-
tered a four-month deferred prosecution agreement 
that included maintaining mental health services as 
directed by the Pretrial Services Agency; writing a 
letter of apology to the SSA employee; and staying 
away from the employee and several area offices.

•	 After receiving a referral from the New Iberia, Loui-
siana Social Security office, our Baton Rouge office 
investigated a Supplemental Security Income ap-
plicant for threatening an employee after his claim 
was denied. Our investigation revealed that the man 
was the author of five anonymous letters that con-
tained vicious, sexually graphic threats of bodily in-
jury and death to a claims representative. A forensic 
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examination confirmed the man wrote the letters. 
In December 2010, the man pled guilty to mailing 
threatening communications and was sentenced to 
five years in prison and three years’ supervised re-
lease.

Legislation Expands OIG Role In Employee 
Safety
Congress passed the Social Security Protection Act of 
2004 to provide additional safeguards for SSA work-
ers. The law made it a crime to attempt to intimidate or 
impede, by either force or by threat of force, any SSA 
officer, employee, or contractor acting in his or her of-
ficial capacity.  The law further set forth procedures for 
the receipt of threat or assault allegations, as well as for 
the actions that Office of Investigations agents and SSA 
managers are expected to take when threats or assaults 
are reported. These procedures enhance the SSA OIG’s 
ability to respond to these types of allegations and to 
conduct investigations.
 The new legislation extended to SSA employees the 
same protections provided to employees of the Internal 
Revenue Service under the Internal Revenue Code of 
1954. The protections were intended to allow employees 
to perform their tasks with confidence that they would 
be safe from potential dangers.  However, in its report 
on these amendments, the Senate Finance Committee 
cautioned:

“The Committee expects that judgment will be used in 
enforcing this section. Social Security and SSI disabil-
ity claimants and beneficiaries are frequently subject 
to multiple, severe life stressors, which may include 
severe physical, psychological, or financial difficulties. 
In addition, disability claimants or beneficiaries who 
encounter delays in approval of initial benefit applica-
tions or in post-entitlement actions may incur addi-
tional stress, particularly if they have no other source 
of income. Under such circumstances, claimants or 
beneficiaries may at times express frustration in an 
angry manner, without truly intending to threaten or 
intimidate SSA employees. In addition, approximately 
25 percent of Social Security disability beneficiaries 
and 35 percent of disabled SSI recipients have mental 
impairments, and such individuals may be less able to 
control emotional outbursts. These factors should be 
taken into account in enforcing the provision.”

OIGs Proactive Approach
Employee safety is among the top priorities of the SSA 
OIG, and we continue to work diligently to ensure the 
safety of SSA’s dedicated employees. As part of this ef-
fort, all 10 OIG field divisions have taken several preven-
tative actions, including the following examples:
•	 We foster communication between Social Security 

field offices and OIG offices, encouraging supervi-
sory special agents to speak to Social Security field 
managers about offering safety training to staff 
members.

•	 We routinely reach out to field offices where threats 
have occurred, to offer assistance and address con-
cerns.

•	 We have developed a strong working relationship 
with Federal Protective Service across the country.

•	 We worked with SSA to develop an employee-safety 
training video that is now available to SSA’s more 
than 50,000 field office workers.

Employee Perspectives On Workplace Safety
Our audit office has also contributed to the improve-
ment of SSA employee safety. In November 2010, our 
auditors released a report examining SSA employees’ 
opinions on workplace safety as well as SSA’s threat re-
porting process. In May 2010, we conducted an email 
survey of 2,500 randomly selected SSA personnel whose 
duties likely involved interaction with the public. Using 
this questionnaire, we assessed the employees’ overall 
attitudes regarding workplace safety and the threat-re-
porting process. Over the course of about one month, 
2,141 employees (86 percent) submitted responses to the 
questionnaire.

 We asked employees to describe their attitude re-
garding SSA workplace safety. Ninety-seven percent of 
the respondents indicated that they either always or usu-
ally felt safe at work.

Never Feel Safe
13 (1%)

Rarely Feel Safe
45 (2%)

Always Feel Safe
857 (40%)

Usually Feel Safe
1,226 (57%)

Employee Attitude Regarding Workplace Safety 
(2,141 Respondents)
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 We asked employees to indicate whether they were 
aware of SSA’s threat reporting procedures. Ninety-one 
percent of the respondents indicated that they knew the 

procedures to follow if they were threatened at work.
 We asked whether, during the past three years, the 
employees have been threatened while working for SSA. 
Of the 2,141 respondents, 288 (13 percent) indicated that 
they had been threatened at work. A majority of these 
employees said that the threat was communicated either 
through a face-to-face exchange or over the telephone.

 
 We asked the 288 employees who were threatened 
at work to indicate whether they reported the threat(s) 
to their supervisor or another official. 
 Of those respondents, 72 percent indicated that 
they reported every threat, and 16 percent indicated that 
they reported some of the threats. The primary reason 
respondents gave for why they did not report threats was 

that they did not believe the threat was serious.
 Of the employees that reported a threat, 81 percent 
said that they were satisfied with the agency’s response.

YES
288 (13%)

NO
1,853 (87%)

Threatened at Work During the Past Three Years
(2,141 Respondents)

Reported Some
 Threats
45 (16%)

Reported Every
 Threat

208 (72%)

Reported None
 of the Threats

35 (12%)

Report Threat to Supervisor or Other Official
 (288 Respondents)

NO
47 (19%)

YES
206 (81%)

Reported a Threat - Satisfied with Agency Response   
(253 Respondents)

Do Not Know Threat
Reporting Procedures

199 (9%)

Know Threat
 Reporting Procedures

1,942 (91%)

Knowledge of Threat Reporting Procedures 
(2,141 Respondents)
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 In this report, we also found that SSA officials rec-
ognize the disturbing trend in the number of employee 
threats, and have taken several steps to protect employ-
ees and the public. For example, SSA increased the pres-
ence of armed security guards, and is considering addi-
tional security enhancements, such as the installation of 
duress alarms and closed circuit surveillance.

Conclusion
Whenever the SSA OIG interacts with Social Security’s 
front-line employees, we offer two critical pieces of ad-
vice. First, employees should know their policies for re-
porting threats, and should always report threats or dis-
turbances. Second, employees must always be vigilant 
and aware of who is coming into the office. If a person 
appears to be angry or upset, employees should be pre-
pared to alert security or a supervisor if the visitor does 
not calm down.
 Finally, we reassure SSA’s dedicated employees that 
their safety is among our top priorities, and we will con-
tinue to work diligently with SSA, the Federal Protective 
Service and local law enforcement agencies to ensure 
that they can safely carry out their critical mission now 
and into the future. b

ron Gunia
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fice of Inspector General in 2004 
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Author’s Note: As I sit here in Malta, a small and remark-
ably historic and welcoming island between Sicily and 
Tunisia, as a fulbright scholar teaching at the University 
of Malta, my best memories after more than twenty-five 
years in the inspector general community and more than 
twenty years as a college instructor are the times I was 
able to draw upon my inspector general experience and 
teach students about more than just theory. I have been 
fortunate to have had the support of my inspector general 
in allowing me to teach, and have been honored to have 
been asked to teach at home and now abroad. My life has 
been blessed twice—by my work with the inspector gen-
eral community, and my work in higher education. It is 
my hope that this article will accomplish three goals: 1) in-
spire others to teach; 2) recognize the many contributions 
of inspector general personnel who already teach; and 3) 
highlight the value of inspector general teachers partici-
pating with organizations that bring together professionals 
and educators.

After a long day at the office, when most of us are head-
ing home, a cadre of inspector general employees head 
to campus to teach America’s youth. Other federal law 
enforcement and non-law enforcement personnel do 
the same all over America. They are giving back by edu-
cating college students about audits, investigations, and 
legal practice, and sharing their knowledge so that the 
next generation is prepared to take on the responsibili-

ties of protecting our country from fraud, waste, abuse 
and mismanagement in government programs and op-
erations.
 To prepare effectively  for the future, institutions 
of higher learning have developed undergraduate and 
graduate programs designed to afford students the op-
portunity to learn about topics that are relevant to the 
kind of work performed by inspector general personnel. 
Accredited, degree-granting programs include account-
ing and auditing, computer forensics, criminalistics, cy-
bercrime, investigations, and law. The curricula offers 
general courses such as evidence and criminal justice, 
while specialized courses are offered in subjects such as 
tax fraud, white-collar crime, and intrusion detection 
systems.
 Experienced, knowledgeable, and dedicated inspec-
tor general employees are filling a critical need in higher 
education. Colleges and universities need instructors 
with advanced degrees to teach subjects that are not typ-
ically studied by persons seeking a master’s or doctorate 
degree. There are many educators with advanced degrees 
in traditional subjects but very few with degrees in sub-
jects that are relevant to the work performed by inspec-
tors general. Inspector general employees with master’s 
and other graduate degrees, along with their on-the-job 
experience, have become vital resources for educating 
college and university students in areas such as fraud 
prevention, detection, investigation, and prosecution.
 In addition to teaching, inspector general employ-
ees are participating in nationwide educational initia-
tives designed to improve and expand the study of fraud 
and related topics in higher education. These initiatives 
seek to bring together educators and government and 
private sector professionals to increase the quantity and 
quality of educational offerings in areas relevant to the 
inspector general community. When inspector general 
staff participate in these endeavors, they are able to share 
their knowledge, skills and experiences with educators, 

How the IG Community is Giving Back 
Teaching in Higher Education 

By Thomas D. Coogan

“A primary object should be the education 
of our youth in the science of government. 
In a republic, what species of knowledge 

can be equally important? And what duty 
more pressing than communicating it to 

those who are to be the future guardians of 
the liberties of the country?” 

— George Washington
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who in turn are able to share their academic perspec-
tives, providing value to both parties.
 Whether teaching students or participating in edu-
cational initiatives, inspector general employees are not 
only giving back to the community by sharing their ex-
pertise, but are also getting more in return. Those who 
are involved in higher education not only get to see the 
next generation come better prepared to take on their 
challenges, but also learn from students and fellow facul-
ty about new techniques, different approaches, and bet-
ter ways of doing what has been done before. This cycle 
of giving and receiving continues and often returns more 
to the person who is giving.

Giving Back by Teaching
Why should we teach? In addition to George Washing-
ton’s admonition above that we educate the next genera-
tion about government, we have a stake in ensuring that 
there are an enough highly skilled and educated gradu-
ates to fill important roles and positions held by inspec-
tor general auditors, investigators, lawyers, and other 
professionals. As one generation retires, the following 
generation takes over, and a new generation steps in to 
replace those moving ahead. We need to do whatever we 
can for both ourselves and those who follow us to make 
sure that we have the best and brightest working to fight 
fraud, waste, and abuse.
 From the perspective of higher education, the abil-
ity to have working professionals on the faculty has all 
sorts of advantages. From a strictly economic point of 
view, it is less costly to have a part-time adjunct instruc-
tor who typically works as an independent contractor 
and therefore receives no fringe benefits as compared to 

a full-time faculty member who not only is paid substan-
tially more, but also has additional overhead costs. An 
inspector general employee who teaches is giving back 
by helping to keep down the rising costs of higher educa-
tion.
 From a student perspective, having a working pro-
fessional teach brings into the classroom what many stu-
dents want, which is learning about what really happens 
in the outside world. As one might imagine, college and 
university students have no shortage of professors who 
are highly educated, but who often are inexperienced or 
unfamiliar with how what is being taught can be applied 
to the workplace. When inspector general auditors, in-
vestigators, and others teach students and share their re-
al-life experiences, it often provides a meaningful, con-
crete, and tangible illustration that encourages students 
to study harder in order to be prepared for the world 
outside the classroom.
 When we teach, we also learn. If you ask anyone 
who teaches, you will doubtless hear that as they pre-
pared for class, they were surprised by how much they 
learned about their subject. Even though many adjunct 
faculty have worked successfully for many years in their 
field, they often learn many new techniques and skills as 
they prepare to teach a class. In addition, when we teach, 
we also surround ourselves with people we ordinarily do 
not deal with every day. For example, most of us do not 
deal with college-age students at our work, yet it is im-
portant for us to know what the next generation is doing 
or planning to do so that we can do our jobs better. We 
also are surrounded by full-time faculty who often relish 
the opportunity to share with us their ideas on how to do 
our jobs better.

IG-Related Subject to 
Be Taught in Higher 
Education

Appropriate IG Occupation 
for Instructing

Examples of What IG 
Instructor Has to Offer

What Higher Education 
Has to Offer IG 
Instructor

Forensic Accounting Auditors Teaching how to spot fraud 
when conducting an audit

Learning new ideas 
from full-time Ph.D. 
accounting faculty

Computer Forensics Cyber professionals Teaching how to address 
latest cyberthreats

Learning how young, 
tech-savvy students use 
IT

Investigations Investigators Teaching how to assess a 
person’s credibility

Learning new language 
and lifestyle cues from 
students

Law Counsel Preparing witnesses Learning from other law 
faculty, such as AUSAs
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 The previous table illustrates the kind of subjects 
being taught by inspector general employees, the occu-
pation most suitable to teach each subject, as well as an 
example for each subject about what an instructor may 
offer as well as get from teaching.
 Who teaches? At one graduate program that spe-
cializes in forensic accounting, computer forensics, in-
vestigations, and law, the faculty includes persons who 
have served as inspectors general, deputy inspectors 
general, assistant inspectors general for investigations, 
assistant inspectors general for audit, chief counsel, as 
well as other senior audit, investigation, and legal posi-
tions, and several with backgrounds in computer foren-
sics. As previously mentioned, other federal employees 
are also giving back by teaching, including assistant U.S. 
attorneys and federal law enforcement personnel from 
outside the inspector general community. The numer-
ous inspector general and other federal law enforcement 
faculty not only provide a rich learning environment for 
students and traditional faculty, but also allow adjunct 
faculty to get better acquainted with inspector general 
and other federal counterparts that they might not ordi-
narily work with during regular work hours.

 At Stevenson University’s forensic studies master’s 
degree program, for example, current and former in-
spector general personnel teach a variety of courses at 

the Owings Mills, Md. campus as well as online courses 
offered to students around the country. Among other 
courses, computer forensics is taught by a senior spe-
cial agent, fraud examination is taught by an assistant 
inspector general, and criminal justice is taught by an in-
spector general. In addition to inspector general person-
nel, white-collar crime is taught by a federal prosecutor, 
tax auditing is taught by a former senior IRS official, and 
investigative courses are taught by current and former 
federal investigators from the inspector general com-
munity as well as the FBI. The vast knowledge and ex-
perience of these current and former federal employees 
provide students with an unique and invaluable insight 
into the inner workings of our community.
 In addition to teaching, some inspector general 
community employees are also involved in organiza-
tions that bring together educators with anti-fraud pro-
fessionals. Most of the time, the educators are full-time 
faculty and academics with little or no formal practice 
or applied experience; however, inspector general em-
ployees who also teach and who then become involved 
in these partnerships bring another dimension. Working 
professionals who also teach can bridge the gap between 
the academics and the professional, and provide a vital 
link between theory and practice.
 Many professional associations have developed 
partnerships with academic institutions and educators. 
These partnerships often allow educators to join at re-
duced rates and sometimes fund educational research 
in areas of mutual interest. Educators who are involved 
in these types of associations get the benefit of learning 
from their professional peers. They notice how the study 
and theory of a subject is actually applied and learn what 
works – and sometimes what does not work. Educators 
are also given an inside look into career opportunities 
for their students and information that can be shared 
back in the classroom to a welcoming audience.
 In return, the association and its professional 
members are given an opportunity to hear from edu-
cators who have spent much of their life focusing on a 
particular subject to become an expert in their chosen 
field. These educators often have an extended network 
of other educators who they can draw upon for addi-
tional information. Educators typically have exhaustive 
research in a particular area, and also resources to draw 
upon for additional resources and research. In addition, 
while many educators may seem to be more theoretical 
than practical, when they become involved with practi-
tioners, they often seem to be energized in finding ways 
to make their theories apply to professional practice. 
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There are other initiatives, but the following two are dis-
cussed here.

The Institute For Fraud Prevention
The Institute for Fraud Prevention is housed at West 
Virginia University. It is dedicated to multidisciplinary 
research, education, and the prevention of fraud and 
corruption. The IFP seeks to improve the ability of busi-
ness and government to combat fraud and corruption 
and to educate the general public on effective methods 
of recognizing and deterring them. The IFP draws on the 
talents and resources of domestic and international uni-
versities, as well as top experts from around the world 
to shed light on the root causes of fraud, the methods 
by which it is committed, and the scope of its damages.
 The IFP was founded by “The Association of Cer-
tified Fraud Examiners  and The American Institute of 
Certified Public Accountants.” Partners include the Fed-
eral Bureau of Investigation; U.S. Government Account-
ability Office; U.S. Postal Inspection Service; National 
White-Collar Crime Center; and Bureau of Alcohol, To-
bacco, Firearms and Explosives; and FinCEN. There is a 
research consortium that includes West Virginia Univer-
sity, the University of Tennessee, North Carolina State 
University, the University of Connecticut, Kennesaw 
State University, York College, CUNY, the University of 
Central Florida, and St. Xavier University. Other agen-
cies, businesses, firms, and educational institutions par-
ticipate in periodic meetings.

 The IFP functions as a central repository for fraud-
related knowledge; actively disseminates its key findings; 
and serves as a catalyst for the exchange of ideas among 
those with an interest in deterrence, detection, preven-
tion, and punishment of fraud and corruption. Through 
its research and education initiatives, the IFP seeks to 
assist all classes of fraud victims. There is a huge unmet 
need by law enforcement, regulators, corporations, and 
individuals for the advantages of this comprehensive ap-
proach.
 The inspector general community has been repre-
sented at the IFP by faculty that also work in the inspec-
tor general community. Participating in IFP meetings 
allows the IFP membership to learn about and gain a 
greater appreciation for the inspector general commu-
nity, and also allows the inspector general community to 
learn about methods being used by the public and pri-
vate sector or being proposed or researched by academ-
ics to prevent, detect, investigate, and prosecute fraud.

ACFE Anti-Fraud  Education Partnership
Many inspector general employees are members of pro-
fessional associations, including the Association of Cer-
tified Fraud Examiners. The mission of the ACFE is to 
reduce the incidence of fraud and white-collar crime, 
and to assist the membership in fraud detection and de-
terrence. The ACFE Anti-Fraud Education Partnership 
was established to help colleges and universities provide 
expert anti-fraud training to their students. The ACFE 
established the initiative to address the need for fraud 
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examination education at the university level. The ACFE 
has a Higher Education Committee made up of college 
and university professors that provide input and guid-
ance to assist the ACFE in developing and promoting 
anti-fraud education at colleges and universities. The 
committee is a liaison among ACFE administrators, 
practitioners, and educational institutions. 
 The ACFE as well as member chapters support col-
lege and university students by awarding scholarships 
to those enrolled in qualified anti-fraud education pro-
grams. Several hundred colleges and universities offer 
anti-fraud education that qualify them for membership 
with the ACFE.
 The inspector general community has been repre-
sented on the Higher Education Committee through 
involvement by employees who also serve on college 
faculty and receive their appointment through the edu-
cational institution. 
 Participation by working professionals with pre-
dominantly full-time academics with doctorates in fields 
such as accounting once again affords the inspector gen-
eral practitioner an opportunity to learn from the edu-
cators, for the educators to learn from the practitioner, 
and for both to be better prepared to teach college and 
university students preparing for careers as anti-fraud 
professionals, including working in the inspector gen-
eral community.

Conclusion
Many of us who have dedicated our lives to working in 
government, and in particular, in the inspector general 
community, have done so because we want to give back. 
It is likewise true that many educators are motivated by 
the same sense of duty. As George Washington asked, 
what duty is “more pressing than communicating it to 
those who are to be the future guardians of the liber-
ties of the country” than to educate the next generation 
about what we do, how it is done, and why we do what 
we do to promote integrity, efficiency, and effectiveness, 
as well as preventing and detecting fraud, waste, abuse, 
and mismanagement in government programs and op-
erations? In the inspector general community, we can 
give back as many do by taking time after work to teach 
and to share our knowledge, skills, and experience with 
students as well as academics. b

thomas d. Coogan
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Not too long ago, I participated in an off-site training 
geared for senior leaders (consisting of nearly 300 GS-
14s, GS-15s and senior executives). In one plenary ses-
sion entitled “Crucial Conversations,”1 the facilitator 
asked how many in the room were open and willing to 
receive direct, honest constructive feedback from their 
subordinates about how they’re doing, how to improve 
the organization, and so on. Nearly everyone raised 
their hand to affirm they were willing recipients of such 
feedback. The follow-up question reversed the scenario, 
“How many of you feel comfortable providing that type 
of information to your boss and above?” In response, 
very few raised their hand. Not only did this moment 
shine a spotlight on very real barriers to open dialogue, 
it reinforced the critical and continuing need for anony-
mous mechanisms to raise concerns.
 Organizational ombuds2  hear the unique, difficult, 
challenging, complex, strange, fascinating, infuriating, 
and perplexing issues that organizations face. Why is 
that? Because ombuds, who are independent and impar-
tial, are entrusted to carry out a unique charter: to hear, 
receive, and attempt informal resolution of employee 
concerns (and/or related systemic problems) while 
maintaining strict confidentiality.3 Under the cover of 
anonymity, employees bring forward unpopular, contro-
versial, yet critically important problems to the attention 
of the ombuds. At its very core, the ombuds office is one 
in which the process remains informal and inviting.
 In my experience, employees not only bring griev-
ances, but also generate new and innovative ideas that 
challenge the status quo. Therefore, ombuds are unique-
ly positioned to help assist agency transformation by 
providing an additional tool for employee engagement, 
motivating participation, leveraging the collective 
1) Based on Patterson, Grenny, McMillan, and Switzler. “Crucial Conversations: Tools for 
Talking When Stakes are High.” McGraw-Hill:  June 2002. 
2)  The Swedish Constitution of 1809 established the first ombudsman. Independent 
from the king, this role, which still exists today, is charged with ensuring that laws are 
observed, public authorities and officials act in the public trust, and rights of citizens are 
protected. Since the 1960s, ombuds in the United States have flourished in local, state, 
and federal governments. 
3) Caveats to confidentiality are discussed further under the “standard…” section subtitle 
“Confidentiality.” 

knowledge of its constituents, and addressing problems 
(or ideas) they would otherwise not reveal through nor-
mal channels.
 The ombuds office provides this anonymous facili-
tation of dialogue with the goal of movement towards 
systemic organizational resolution. Employees trust the 
ombuds to remain both neutral and impartial and fa-
cilitate fair and equitable resolution of concerns in the 
workplace. Ombuds are authorized to conduct informal 
and impartial inquiries, issue reports, and advocate for 
positive change. “If people have a place to voice con-
cerns, in an informal and confidential setting, changes 
will take place.”4 

Why an Ombuds?
Research suggests that only having one enforcement 
function as the sole avenue for reporting wrongdoing 
is not effective. Organizations are well served by having 
multiple avenues to foster a culture of ethical attitudes 
and conduct.5 According to the Ethics Resource Cen-
ter’s 2009 National Business Ethics Survey,6  nearly half 
of employees observed misconduct in the workplace. Of 
those, 63 percent reported their observation (up from 58 
percent in 2007). Seventy-five percent of those reporting 
did so to management (46 percent to a direct supervisor; 
29 percent to upper management). Only three percent 
reported the misconduct to an existing hotline. These 
findings are consistent with the 2007 NBES. In a related 
study with similar results, only half of those reporting 
felt they would be protected from retaliation, “and even 
fewer (39 percent) believed that they would be satis-
fied with the outcome if they reported misconduct to 
management.”7 

 According to the American Bar Association:
4) Levine-Finley, Samantha, and Carter, John S. “Then and now:  Interviews with expert 
U.S. organizational ombudsmen.” Conflict Resolution Quarterly, Volume 28, Issue 2, pages 
111-139. Winter 2010. 
5) Ethics Resource Center. “Blowing the Whistle on Workplace Misconduct.” Available 
online at http://www.ethics/files/us/WhistleblowerWP.pdf. 
6) An electronic copy of this document may be requested by visiting http://www.ethics.
org/nbes/downloadnbes.html. 
7) KPMG LLC. Integrity Study 2008-2009. Available online at http://us.kpmg.com/RutUS_
prod/Documents/8/IntegritySuvey08_09.pdf.  
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•	 “Because ombuds programs can fill gaps unmet by 
the other mechanisms, organizations should con-
sider an ombuds program as a confidential and 
anonymous way for employees and others to seek 
guidance and ultimately help them report their con-
cerns.”

•	 Even with multiple avenues of redress, such as whis-
tleblower mechanisms, hotlines, and compliance ef-
forts, “a significant segment of the employee popu-
lation is not comfortable using them.”

•	 “These findings are important in that they under-
score the advantages of having a knowledgeable 
person with whom one can speak, but they do not 
support the conclusion that supervisors should be 
the only other communication channel besides 
compliance and human resources.”

•	 “In addition to being an alternate channel, an om-
buds office should be purely voluntary. Its effec-
tiveness as a place to seek guidance confidentially 
depends on people deciding that they want to use 
it, not being required to do so. It should be a place 
where someone can ask questions or explore report-
ing or conflict resolution options without running 
the risk that by doing so, they are initiating the in-
vestigatory machinery or coming to the attention of 
their bosses or their colleagues.”8 

Case Study: DoD IG Ombuds
On March 1, 2009, then Acting Department of Defense 
Inspector General Gordon S. Heddell administratively 
established an office of the ombuds. The mission of this 
office is to serve as an independent, impartial resource 
that provides over 1,600 DoD IG employees worldwide 
with informal and confidential means of early dispute 
resolution.
 To provide a professional working environment 
that fosters commitment, excellence, and teamwork, it is 
DoD IG policy to promote the amicable and conciliatory 
resolution of internal conflicts, disputes, and workplace 
concerns. To that end, the DoD IG ombuds receives 
concerns about alleged improprieties and systemic 
problems; helps analyze complex and difficult problems; 
serves as a feedback mechanism for organizational cli-
mate issues; and explores non-adversarial approaches 
for resolving concerns.
 Professional disagreements arise even in the best or-
ganizations. By facilitating constructive dialogue about 
perceived differences, the ombudsman plays a significant 
part in DoD IG’s continuous improvement efforts and 
8) American Bar Association. 2010. The Organizational Ombudsman:  Origins, Roles, and 
Operations – A Legal Guide / Howard, Charles L. 

helps to increase mutual gains throughout the agency. 
Organizational ombuds “handle individual complaints 
and are also expected to explore those complaints as a 
means to identify, understand and recommend sugges-
tions to address systemic problems in the administration 
and functioning of an agency or institution.”9 

Methods
The ombudsman uses a wide variety of conflict reso-
lution techniques, such as shuttle diplomacy, conflict 
coaching, mediation, group facilitation, ombuds climate 
assessments, consultation about organizational barriers, 
and upward feedback on systemic patterns.
 An International Ombudsman Association special 
task force developed categories and subcategories that 
ombuds worldwide could use to capture the types of is-
sues brought to their attention. Their research was initi-
ated by an underlying belief that mature organizations 
must have the capacity to report the essential character-
istics of its profession in a meaningful way to its members 
and the general public. Further, it was theorized that us-
ing consistent data would allow monitoring of concerns 
over time; standardize professional responses; identify 
training needs; consistently capture ombuds’ work; and 
represent our experiences to colleagues and administra-
tors. Regarding process, the task force researched, cre-
ated preliminary categories, coordinated extensively 
(through surveys and interviews), benchmarked, and 
incorporated additional recommended changes from 
ombuds globally. The DoD IG Office of the Ombuds ad-
opted these uniform reporting categories.

Employee Engagement Through the Ombuds
As with any organization, various forms of conflict do 
arise as a normal part of business. In times of economic 
instability and spending reform, programs and initia-
tives are under the microscope. The Defense Depart-
ment, for example, set a goal to eliminate $100 billion 
by 2016,10 and President Barack Obama proposed to 
reduce the deficit by $1 trillion.11  The ability to handle 
these seemingly insurmountable obstacles constructive-
ly is principal to overcoming the hump of impasse and 
returning to positive morale, dedication, commitment, 
teamwork, and productivity.
 Because little issues often escalate if ignored or mis-
handled, no issue can be thought of as too mundane or 
miniscule. Instead, all issues should be handled with the 
9) Supra note 1. 
10) American Forces Press Service. “Defense Department to Prune Senior Ranks, Freeze 
Staffing.” http://www.defense.gov/news/newsarticle.aspx?id=62354. January 6, 2011. 
11) Office of Management and Budget. “The 2012 Budget.” Available online at http://
www.whitehouse.gov/blog/2011/02/14/2012-budget. February 14, 2011. 
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same commitment to an anonymous and confidential 
resolution method facilitated by an impartial/neutral 
person acting on behalf of the process. The organiza-
tional ombuds is just that person. DoD IG ombuds 
receive problems and complaints. However, it is quite 
typical to hear the following caveat, “I absolutely love 
working here, and for the most part, things are great, 
but…” A number of employees cited their underlying 
goal was to help the agency get from “good” to “great.” 
Many have observed that the significant number of in-
teractions with the ombuds is an affirmative testament 
to the workforce’s dedication and commitment to mak-
ing the agency a world-class organization. It is important 
to keep this in mind when considering the number of 
visitors and issues presented to the DoD IG ombuds so 
the information is taken in the intended context.

Metrics: Facts and Data
Since the office was established in March 2009, DoD IG 
ombuds met with 646 employees, or approximately forty 
percent of agency staff. There were 167 (26 percent) in-
dividual “walk-ins” and 479 (74 percent) employees 
that voluntarily participated in nine ombuds climate 
assessments.12  The ombuds office adopted the uniform 
reporting categories created by the International Om-
budsman Association,13  and it has proven to be a use-
ful tool in identifying top issues, trends, and systemic 
concerns. Employees shared 2,296 issues related to these 
categories.

How to Start an Ombuds Office: Ethics and 
Standards
The International Ombudsman Association’s code of 
ethics, standards of practice, and best practices cite four 
major tenets: informality, neutrality, confidentiality, and 
independence.

Informality
The organizational ombuds pursues resolution of con-
cerns as an informal and off-the-record resource. The of-
fice looks into procedural irregularities and/or broader 
systemic problems when appropriate. It is a supplement, 
not a replacement, to any formal avenue of redress. Use 
12) This ombuds climate assessment is a customized conflict management process 
geared toward large groups, and designed to identify shared interests, differences, prob-
lems and opportunities for resolution and/or positive organizational change. Regarding 
methodology, employees in specific organizations were asked three broad questions: 
what is working well (and why); what isn‘t working well (and why); and what changes 
should be made. While maintaining anonymity, this method highlighted organizational 
successes, areas of concern, and solicited specific recommended changes to improve 
their division, component, and/or DoD IG as a whole. Further, it was a proactive way 
to bring issues to the forefront and allow leadership to address problems before they 
escalate.  
13) Available online at http://www.ombudsassociation.org/members/Reporting_Catego-
ries/V2_Desk_Reference.pdf. 

of the ombuds office is voluntary, and is not a required 
step in any grievance, complaint, or investigatory pro-
cess. The ombuds does not make binding decisions, 
mandate policies, or formally adjudicate issues. Simi-
larly, the ombuds does not participate in or conduct any 
formal investigative or adjudicative procedures.

Neutrality
The ombuds conducts inquiries and facilitates resolution 
in an impartial manner, free from bias, conflicts of inter-
est and conflicts of position. “Neutrality is the ultimate 
standard of practice for an ombuds, demanding fairness, 
objectivity, impartiality and even-handedness despite 
our personal preferences, partisan commitments, previ-
ous experiences and individual subjectivities. It is an un-
obtainable ideal toward which we strive even knowing 
that we cannot obtain it.”14 

 An organization neutral, by definition, lends itself to 
many distinct characteristics. Ombuds are not officially 
part of management, do not participate in setting policy 
or making managerial decisions (except in the case of 
ADR), and have no other assigned duties. Neutrality is 
asserted by not taking sides in disputes, but rather being 
advocates for an interactive resolution process.

Confidentiality
Confidentiality is the cornerstone of ombuds practice. 
All communications with employees are in strict confi-
dence. Organizational ombuds take all reasonable steps 
to safeguard both anonymity and confidentiality. The 
identities of individuals contacting the ombuds are not 
disclosed without that individual’s explicit permission. 
Further, ombuds do not reveal information provided in 
confidence that could lead to the identification of any 
individual contacting the ombudsman.
 The organizational ombuds pursues systemic is-
sues in a way that safeguards the identity of individuals; 
keeps no records containing identifying information of 
individuals making the allegation; and maintains infor-
mation in a secure location and manner, protected from 
inspection by others.
 Generally, there is no legal privilege for communi-
cations with the ombuds. However, particular ombuds-
man communications while serving as a “neutral” in a 
dispute resolution proceeding pursuant to the Admin-
istrative Dispute Resolution Act of 1996 are privileged. 
This privilege is unavailable where there appears to be 
imminent risk of serious harm and there is a full admis-
14) Gadlin, Howard and Pino, Elizabeth Walsh. 1997. Neutrality: What an organizational 
ombudsperson needs to know. The Ombudsman Association [now International Om-
budsman Association]. Email:  info@ombudsassociation.org. 
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sion or direct evidence, rather than a general allegation 
of fraud, waste, and abuse. Federal ombuds must report 
these incidents to the appropriate authorities.

Independence
“The ombudsman office and the ombudsman are inde-
pendent from other organizational entities,” and delin-
eates the following best practices:
•	 The director of the ombudsman office should re-

port directly to the highest level of the organization 
(such as board of directors, chief executive officer, 
agency head, etc.) in a manner independent of or-
dinary line and staff functions. At a minimum, the 
ombuds must have unfettered access to top leader-
ship.

•	 The director of the ombudsman office should have 
terms of employment that indicate that his or her 
stature in the organization is not subordinate to se-
nior officials.

•	 The ombudsman should be able to function inde-
pendently from control, limitation, or interference 
imposed by any official in the entity.

•	 The ombudsman should be protected from retalia-
tion (such as the elimination of the office or the om-
budsman, or reduction of the ombudsman budget 
or other resources) by any person who may be the 
subject of a complaint or inquiry.15 

Further, the Coalition of Federal Ombudsmen, Federal 
Interagency ADR Working Group Steering Committee, 
and American Bar Association developed standards for 
the internal management and operations of ombuds 
programs in the federal executive branch.16  Regarding 
independence:
•	 An entity should authorize the ombuds to operate 

consistently with the following essential character-
istics. Entities that have established ombuds offices 
that lack appropriate safeguards to maintain these 
characteristics should take prompt steps to remedy 
any deficiency.
 ° The ombuds is and appears to be free from 

interference in the legitimate performance of 
duties and independent from control, limitation, 
or a penalty imposed for retaliatory purposes 
by an official of the appointing entity or by a 
person who may be the subject of a complaint 
or inquiry.

15) Available online at http://www.ombudsassociation.org/standards/.  
16) Coalition of Federal Ombudsmen, Federal Interagency ADR Working Group Steering 
Committee, and American Bar Association. A Guide for Federal Employee Ombuds – A 
Supplement To and Annotation of the standard for the Establishment and Operations of 
Ombuds Offices, May 9, 2006.  

 ° In assessing whether an ombuds is independent 
in structure, function, and appearance, the 
following factors are important: whether anyone 
who may be affected by actions of the ombuds 
office (a) can control or limit the ombuds’ 
performance of assigned duties; or (b) can (1) 
eliminate the office, (2) remove the ombuds, or 
(3) reduce the budget or resources of the office 
for retaliatory purposes.

•	 The independence of an ombuds office is a fun-
damental prerequisite to its effective operations. 
To ensure this independence, the federal ombuds 
should, if possible, report and have direct access to 
the highest agency official. If the ombuds reports to 
a designee, it is critical that the reporting relation-
ship not present a conflict that would impact ad-
versely the integrity, independence and impartiality 
of the ombuds. Thus, it would not be appropriate for 
an ombuds to resolve employment-related matters 
to report to the agency’s director of human resourc-
es, even as the designee of an agency head.

The ombuds office should be physically located outside 
of administrative structures to preserve the perception 
of neutrality. “In accordance with the organizational 
ombudsmen tenets of independence, neutrality, in-
formality, and confidentiality, the location of the om-
budsman’s office must not give any impression that the 
ombuds is somehow part of management, leadership, 
or any other department within an organization….”17  
The ombuds would not be serving in decision-making 
capacities, not making policies, not participating in the 
decision-making aspect of hiring committees, and not 
evaluating employees (other than those working in the 
ombuds office). According to the ABA, “if an ombuds 
office serves as an agent of management or has manage-
ment responsibilities, then statements made to an om-
buds, along with other information learned by an om-
buds, risk being imputed to the organization and cannot 
be kept confidential.”

Benefits
Senior leaders within DoD IG credited the Office of the 
Ombuds as being a trusted, confidential forum that shed 
light on inefficiencies, inconsistent application of poli-
cies, potential unfair practices, and other anomalies that 
had major impacts on the agency’s people, processes and 
resources. By facilitating constructive dialogue, the DoD 
IG ombuds program resulted in major improvements to: 
corporate communications; decision-making processes; 

17) Supra note 1. 
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merit systems principles; quality and timeliness of agen-
cy processes; teamwork; acquisition; oversight; field op-
erations; the transition back to the general schedule; and 
many other areas involving mission readiness. These ef-
forts helped to improve morale, transparency, collabora-
tion and early resolution efforts throughout the agency. 
Other benefits that agencies may realize for implement-
ing an ombuds may include:
•	 Create a secure venue to raise concerns anony-

mously with “no fear.”
•	 Serve as an “early warning system” for managers 

and leaders.
•	 Identify imbedded, systemic problems. 
•	 Receive and provide real-time feedback.

•	 Explore potential consequences and outcomes 
(both positive and negative).

•	 Propose valuable, agency-wide enhancements.
•	 Promote efficiency by supporting effective change 

management.
•	 Provide leadership with a unique enterprise-wide 

perspective.
•	 Generate practicable, targeted solutions.
•	 Save resources by eliminating unfair processes and 

improve inefficient business/administrative pro-
cesses.

•	 Provide a means of internal control – vulnerable 
areas can be identified anonymously and corrected 
before material weaknesses arise.

•	 Enhance transparency and accountability.

Conclusion
An organizational ombuds is a valuable tool agencies 
can use to reinforce core values of integrity, efficiency, 
and transparency. Ombuds allow agencies to handle 
complex issues better that have major impacts on the 
agency’s people, processes and resources. They shed light 
on inefficiencies, inconsistent application of policies, po-
tential unfair practices, and other anomalies. Employees 
routinely show appreciation for creating a mechanism 
that has not only heard their concerns, but helped facili-
tate positive change. Senior staff members appreciate the 
role because it serves as an additional, proactive voice in 
identifying and addressing workplace and mission con-
cerns. Research and experience have shown that orga-
nizations benefit greatly from having multiple avenues 
available to raise concerns, and an organizational om-
buds is one of the best places to start. b
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Both the Inspector General Act and the Ethics in Gov-
ernment Act date from 1978, an important year for 
“good government,” with the concurrent creation of the 
Merit Systems Protection Board and the office of spe-
cial counsel.1  The past thirty-three years have given in-
spector general counsels and designated agency ethics 
officials the opportunity to work together and iron out 
some of the problems we noted in our article of 1995.2 
Nevertheless, questions continue to arise because of the 
different roles each plays. The purpose of this article is to 
revisit basic issues and report on the legal and practice 
changes that have occurred in the intervening years. Our 
goal is to provide an update, overview, and some sugges-
tions for best practices regarding the IG counsel/DAEO 
relationship and respective roles. In addition to identi-
fying relevant statutes and policies, we intend to clarify 
misunderstandings and restate our common objectives.

The IG Counsel Develops
The Inspector General Act of 1978 mandated only three 
positions within each Office of Inspector General: the 
Inspector General and Assistant Inspectors General for 
Auditing and Investigations.3 Neither the original stat-
ute, nor its first major amendment in 1988, mentioned 
the role of counsel within an OIG. Indeed, many IGs 
initially received legal advice and representation from 
attorneys working in their agency’s Office of General 
Counsel.4 However, because independence is the cor-

1) IG Act, 5 U.S.C. App., Pub. Law No. 95-452, 92 Stat. 1101 (1978), as amended; Ethics in 
Government Act, 5 U.S.C. App., Pub. Law No. 95-521, 92 Stat. 1824 (1978), as amended. 
The Merit Systems Protection Board and the Office of Special counsel were created by the 
Civil Service Reform Act of 1978, Pub. Law No. 95-454, 92 Stat. 1111-1227 (1978). 
2) The substance of this article was presented in lectures given to ethics attorneys at 
the Interagency Ethics Council on May 4, 1995, and at the Office of Government Ethics 
Annual Conferences in 1995 and 1996 in, respectively, Philadelphia and Williamsburg, 
Virginia. The original article, which sought to provide a comprehensive description of 
statutory and regulatory rules that define the roles of federal government attorneys 
serving in ethics and Office of Inspector General counsel positions, was published as 
“The Role of Inspectors General in Ethics: Inspector General counsel and Ethics counsel 
Interface” (without copyright restrictions) in the August 1995 edition of the Federal Ethics 
Report. A second publication, essentially a restatement of the original, was published as 
“Legal Eagles: Ethics” in the Spring 1996 edition of the Journal of Public Inquiry.  
3) IG Act, 5 U.S.C. App., §. 3(d). 
4) GAO/OGC-95-15, March 1, 1995, “Inspectors General- Independence of Legal Services 
Provided to IGs,” Appendix IV, pp. 19-20. 

nerstone of the OIGs, independence of counsel was a re-
curring issue.
 While some IGs initially relied on OGC counsel, 
they began to recognize the value of having their own 
counsel. Since the IG Act gave IGs broad authority to 
hire employees, contract with persons with appropriate 
knowledge and skills, and organize their own offices, in 
the decades following the IG Act’s passage, many IGs 
eventually shed their assigned OGC attorneys and hired 
attorneys to work exclusively as part of the OIG staff.5 

Congress Considers Independent IG Counsel
The Federal Acquisition Streamlining Act of 1994 was a 
key turning point leading to IG Act amendments requir-
ing presidentially appointed IGs to have independent 
counsel.6 Section 6007 of the FASA directed the comp-
troller general to review the independence of legal ser-
vices provided to presidentially appointed IGs.

GAO Reports on IG Legal Services
Consistent with the FASA’s requirement, the Govern-
ment Accountability Office issued GAO Report GAO/
OGC-95-15, “Inspectors General: Independence of Le-
gal Services Provided to IGs,” in March 1995.7 In this 
report to Congress, GAO compared the independence 
of legal services provided to IGs by attorneys located in 
agency OGCs with those provided by attorneys hired by 
and located in OIGs. GAO asked whether agency attor-
neys could provide the independent legal services neces-
sary for an official who is statutorily required to review 
independently that agency’s programs and operations.
 GAO reviewed the premise of federal IG functions 
from the IG Act, as amended, reporting that the intent 
was to establish OIGs in departments and agencies to 
consolidate the audit and investigative functions of 
those departments and agencies in an independent of-
fice under the leadership of a senior official, the IG.
5) 5 U.S.C. App., §. 6(a)(7), (9).  
6) Pub. Law No. 103-355.  
7) GAO/OGC-95-15, p. 12. 
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 Based on a survey of 27 OIGs, and interviews with 
five IGs whose legal advisors were located in the OGC 
and seven whose legal advisors were on the OIG staff, 
GAO concluded that there was no evidence that the 
composition and duties of the legal staffs of the IG Offic-
es reviewed for their report were significantly different 
based on their organizational location.8 Further, GAO 
reported that it was the preference of the individual 
IGs that influenced the functions and activities of their 
counsel. Finally, GAO found no indication that attor-
neys located in agency OGCs were less able than those 
within OIGs to provide independent legal services.9 So 
with that result, no changes were made to the status of 
IG counsel.

The Homeland Security Act of 2002 Gives IGs
Independent Law Enforcement Authority
The structure and authority of the OIGs received a ma-
jor boost in 2002 with the second major IG Act amend-
ment.10 The Homeland Security Act of 2002 amended 
Section 6 of the IG Act to allow the Attorney General, 
after an initial determination of need (for certain IGs not 
exempted), to authorize full law enforcement powers for 
eligible personnel of each of the various offices of presi-
dentially appointed IGs.11 As required by the Home-
land Security Act, the attorney general issued guidelines 
governing the exercise of such law enforcement pow-
ers.12 The guidelines provide that OIGs have “primary 
responsibility for the prevention and detection of waste 
and abuse, and concurrent responsibility [with the De-
partment of Justice] for the prevention and detection of 
fraud and other criminal activity within their agencies 
and their agencies’ programs.”13 
 Prior to enactment of the Homeland Security Act, 
the IG Act had not provided firearms, arrest, or search 
warrant authority for IG investigators. Rather, the IGs of 
the various executive agencies relied on a Memoranda 
of Understanding that “provided temporary grants of 
law enforcement power through deputations. As the 
volume of investigations warranting such police powers 
increased, deputations were authorized on a blanket or 
[OIG] office-wide basis.”14 Nevertheless, today, certain 
IGs, such as the IG for the Department of Defense, en-
8) Id. 
9) Id.  
10) Pub. Law No. 107-296. Section 812 of the Homeland Security Act amended Section 6 
of the IG Act to provide full, statutory law enforcement powers. 
11) Section 812(a), Homeland Security Act; 5 U.S.C. App. § 6(e)(1)-(2). The OIGs listed in 
Section 6(e)(3) of the IG Act are exempt from this requirement of an initial determination 
of need. 
12) Section 812 of the Homeland Security Act; 5 U.S.C. App. § 6(e)(1), (4); Attorney 
General Guidelines for Offices of Inspector General with Statutory Law Enforcement 
Authority(hereinafter “Guidelines”), Dec. 8, 2003. 
13) Id., p. 1. 
14) Id.  

joyed – and today continue to enjoy – specific grants of 
statutory authority under which they exercise law en-
forcement powers.15

Congress Mandates Independent IG Counsel
In 2008, it was the lawyers’ turn. The third major IG 
Act amendment, the IG Reform Act of 2008, addressed 
a number of matters related to enhancing the indepen-
dence and prestige of the IGs.16 Among them was a pro-
vision for an independent counsel to support IGs. Sec-
tion 6(a) of the Reform Act amended Section 3 of the IG 
Act to add:

“(g) Each Inspector General shall, in accordance with 
applicable laws and regulations governing the civil ser-
vice, obtain legal advice from a counsel either report-
ing directly to the Inspector General or another Inspec-
tor General.”

 With this provision, IGs no longer had to rely, for 
confidential legal advice, on attorneys employed by and 
reporting to someone else – the general counsel. This 
provision gave each IG a dedicated IG counsel whose 
job, job assignments, and professional loyalty belonged 
exclusively to the IG.
 In his signing statement, President Bush addressed 
the different roles of the agency and IG counsel as fol-
lows:

It is important that inspectors general have timely and 
accurate legal advice. It is also important that agencies 
have structures through which to reach a single, final 
authoritative determination for the agency of what the 
law is. This determination is subject to the authority 
of the attorney general with respect to legal questions 
within, and the president’s authority to supervise, the 
executive branch and, of course, the courts in specific 
cases or controversies. To this end, the “rule of con-
struction” in Section 6 ensures that, within each agen-
cy, the determinations of the law remain ultimately the 
responsibility of the chief legal officer and the head of 
the agency.17 

With these words, the president emphasized that even 
though the OIG is independent, the IG does not deter-
mine law for the agency; nor does the IG counsel. The IG 
counsel’s role is to advise and represent only the IG. The 

15) Id. 
16) IG Reform Act of 2008, Pub. Law No. 110-409, 122 Stat. 4302.  
17) Statement on Signing the Inspector General Reform Act of 2008, 44 Weekly Compila-
tion of Presidential Documents 1345 (Oct. 14, 2008). 
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agency general counsel is the sole attorney with author-
ity to interpret the agency’s law.

Independence of the IG
In addition to the aforementioned amendments that 
enhanced IG independence, the IG Act contains other 
provisions designed to ensure that IGs carry out their 
responsibilities independently. For example, IGs do not 
report to those directly responsible for carrying out the 
programs and activities subject to audit and investiga-
tion. Rather, they report to, and are under the general 
supervision of, the agency head or the official next in 
rank, if such authority is delegated.18 OIGs have their 
own hiring authority, as well as the authority to enter 
into contracts and to structure their offices and perform 
their mission as they see fit. With few exceptions, nei-
ther the agency heads nor subordinates are to prevent or 
prohibit IGs from initiating, carrying out, or completing 
any audit or investigation or from issuing any subpoe-
na.19 Further, IGs may not accept cash awards or bo-
nuses from the agency head.20 Presidentially appointed 
IGs must be appointed by the president with the advice 
and consent of the Senate “without regard to political af-
filiation and solely on the basis of integrity and demon-
strated ability” in fields critical to OIG functions.21 They 
may be removed from office only by the president, who 
is required to inform both Houses of Congress not later 
than 30 days before the removal.22 In addition, all IGs 
are required to report at least semiannually to Congress 
(and some IGs are required to report quarterly),23 but 
Congress cannot order or prohibit the IG from conduct-
ing an investigation, audit, or other review, or from is-
suing a subpoena, except through legislation. OIGs are 
prohibited from carrying out agency programs and op-
erations so that they can objectively and independently 

18) 5 U.S.C. App., Sec.3(a). 
19) 5 U.S.C. App., Sec.3(a). Under the IG Act, the heads of only six agencies – the Depart-
ments of Defense, Homeland Security, Justice, and the Treasury, plus the U.S. Postal 
Service and the Federal Reserve Board – may prevent from the IG from initiating, carrying 
out, or completing an audit or investigation, or issuing a subpoena. These agency heads 
may only exercise this authority for specific reasons, including to protect national security 
interests or ongoing criminal investigations. 
20) 5 U.S.C. App., Sec. 3(f ). 
21) Id. 
22) 5 U.S.C. App., Sec. 3(b).  
23) 5 U.S.C. App., Sec. 5. 

audit and investigate such programs and operations.24 
Moreover, OIGs in the establishments have a separate 
budget authority that the agency head must submit to 
the president.25 Finally, the IG Reform Act established 
the the Council of Inspectors General on Integrity and 
Efficiency.26 The integrity committee was established 
under CIGIE as a receiver to review and refer for investi-
gation allegations of wrongdoing made against an IG or 
designated OIG employees.27 In short, all of these provi-
sions were intended to ensure that IGs are able to fulfill 
their mission without interference from senior officials, 
such as general counsels and management.

DAEO’s Role
Title 5 of the Code of Federal Regulations, Part 2600 im-
plements 5 U.S.C. App., the Ethics in Government Act 
of 1978, as amended, the statute that created the Office 
of Government Ethics, the overseer of ethics regulation 
in the executive branch.28 As the agency responsible 
for directing ethics programs in executive departments 
and agencies, OGE issues rules, directives, and advisory 
opinions on ethics matters. It partners with executive 
branch agencies and departments to prevent conflicts 
of interest on the part of executive branch employees 
and resolves the conflicts of interest that occur. Pursu-
ant to the authority granted under Title 5 of the Ethics 
in Government Act, OGE directs the administration of 
agency ethics programs and agency DAEOs. Title 5 of 
the C.F.R., Section 2638.201, et. seq., mandates that each 
agency shall have a DAEO (and alternate DAEO) to co-
ordinate and manage the agency’s ethics program and 
provide liaison with the OGE regarding such ethics pro-
gram. The director of OGE and agency DAEOs have dif-
ferent roles from that of the IG and the IG counsel. With 
noteworthy exceptions, the director of OGE directs, and 
the agency DAEO and deputy DAEOs implement, the 
Ethics in Government Act. The DAEO’s mission is to 
provide ethics advice and preventive legal assistance to 
agency employees. Specifically, as described in 5 C.F.R. 
2638.203, the DAEO’s duties include liaison with OGE, 
review of financial disclosure reports (one of the most 
unappreciated and tedious tasks in government), initia-
tion and maintenance of ethical education and training 
programs, and monitoring of administrative actions and 
sanctions.
 Like IGs and their counsel, the functions and au-
thorities of OGE and agency DAEOs have grown in 
24) 5 U.S.C. App., Sec. 9(a). 
25) 5 U.S.C. App., Sec. 6(f ). 
26) 5 U.S.C. App., Sec. 11.  
27) 5 U.S.C. App., Sec. 11(d)(1). 
28) 5 U.S. C. App; Pub. Law No. 95-521, 92 Stat. 1824. 

“...even though the OIG is independent, the 
IG does not determine law for the agency; nor 
does the IG counsel. The IG counsel’s role is to 
advise and represent only the IG. The agency 

general counsel is the sole attorney with 
authority to interpret the agency’s law.” 
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scope and prestige since 1978. For example, while re-
quiring executive branch appointees to sign an ethics 
pledge is not new, DAEOs now have more discretion 
in implementation. To illustrate, recently issued Execu-
tive Order 13,490, “Ethics Commitments by Executive 
Branch Personnel,” requires every full-time political ap-
pointee appointed on or after January 20, 2009, to sign 
an Ethics Pledge, committing the appointee to comply 
with seven ethics obligations generally involving lobby-
ing, employment actions and post-employment.29 Fol-
lowing the model in the Ethics in Government Act, the 
OGE director is charged with providing government-
wide guidance as to how DAEOs and their agency heads 
should implement the EO. In addition to recounting 
ethics restrictions applicable to the appointees and the 
procedural steps for oversight and enforcement, Section 
3(a) of the executive order vested waiver authority with 
the director of the Office of Management and Budget, in 
consultation with the counsel to the president.30 Shortly 
thereafter, however, a DAEOgram informed agencies 
that OMB had authorized DAEOs of each executive 
agency to exercise waiver authority in consultation with 
the counsel to the president.31 As a result, DAEOs’ au-
thority grew to include a new authority – to waive the 
ethics pledge requirement for certain executive employ-
ees.32 

DAEOs Provide Written Ethics Advice
As part of a program of formal advice to all agency em-
ployees, one of the DAEO’s most critical functions is 
to develop and provide counseling on ethics and stan-
dards of conduct. Most ethics restrictions are found in 
Sections 202 to 209 of Title 18 of the U.S. Code and in 
EO 12,674 as modified by EO 12,731.33 The standard, 
found at 5 C.F.R. Part 2635, cover the basic ethical obli-
gations of public service, including rules regarding gifts 
from outside sources and between employees, conflict-
ing financial interests, impartiality in performing official 
duties, outside employment and activities, post-employ-
ment, and misuse of position.34 The regulations require 
the DAEO to keep records on advice rendered “when 
29) Executive Order 13,490 was issued on January 21, 2009. For example, registered 
lobbyist-appointees are required to recuse themselves for two years after appointment 
from any particular matter lobbied during the two years prior to appointment, and all 
appointees must agree not to lobby certain executive branch officials for as long as 
President Obama is in office. Notably, former President Clinton required every senior 
appointee to sign a stricter ethics pledge. For instance, Clinton mandated five-year 
restrictions on lobbying on all appointees, not just lobbyists, as well as a permanent bar 
from participating in an activity on behalf of a foreign government or political party. 
30) Executive Order 13,490, Sec. 3. 
31) DAEOgram DO-09-008, “Authorizations Pursuant to Section 3 of Executive Order 
13490,” February 23, 2009. A DAEOgram is an OGE memorandum to the DAEOs. Starting 
in January 2011, “OGE Advisories” replaced DAEOgrams.
32) Id. 
33) The executive order is implemented by regulations at 5 C.F.R. 2635.  
34) 5 C.F.R. 2635. et. seq., standard of Ethical Conduct for Employees of the Executive 
Branch. 

appropriate.”35 To ensure a productive relationship with 
the OIG, however, a DAEO should strive to record and 
maintain consistent written advice to employees and 
communicate promptly regarding administrative ac-
tions.
 Written records evidencing the facts conveyed by 
an employee, and limitations and restrictions identified 
in the ethics advice given by the DAEO in response to 
those facts, play a vital role in ethics investigations. This 
is because OIG investigators and DOJ attorneys rely on 
them in prosecution, as may an employee in his or her 
defense.

DAEOs Have a Special Relationship with the IG
The federal ethics regulations recognize a special rela-
tionship between DAEOs and IGs. In carrying out their 
agency ethics programs, DAEOs are required by the 
standard to review information developed by the OIG 
and other auditors.36 The purpose of such review can 
be to determine whether there is a need for revising the 
agency’s supplemental standard or taking corrective ac-
tion to remedy actual or potential conflict of interest 
situations. Thus, if an OIG audit identifies a recurring 
conflict situation unique to the agency, and it is not ad-
dressed by the standard, then the DAEO might consider 
a curative supplemental regulation. If an OIG investiga-
tion finds that an agency contracting officer has violated 
the standards by, for instance, purchasing stock in a firm 
with which the agency contracts, the DAEO might be 
asked by management to recommend appropriate reme-
dial or corrective action.

 DAEOs are in an excellent position to refer to the 
IG allegations of criminal, civil, or administrative eth-
ics violations that they encounter in their daily work, 
including violations of the standard. When employees 
35) 5 C.F.R. 2638.203(b)(8). 
36) 5 C.F.R. 2638.203(b)(11).  
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come to the DAEO for prospective ethics advice, there 
is usually no need to refer the matter to the IG. How-
ever, the DAEO might choose to discuss proactively 
concerns with the IG; after all, disclosures made by an 
employee to an agency ethics official are not protected 
by an attorney-client privilege.37 When agency employ-
ees inform the DAEO of past transgressions, or explain 
what prospective mischief they are planning, however, 
the DAEO is obligated to make sure that “prompt and 
effective action” is taken to remedy the potential or ac-
tual violation.38 The best thing that the DAEO can do 
at this point is to refer all information, documentary 
and otherwise, to the IG, pursuant to the standards and 
the agency’s own regulations. This is because, first, the 
DAEO is required to use the services of the agency’s 
OIG, including the referral of matters to and acceptance 
of matters from the OIG.39 Second, an agency’s internal 
investigative authority resides with the IG, and the IG 
must be given the opportunity to investigate.

DAEOs Refer Investigations to the IG Through 
the Agency Head
The law regarding the OGE director’s responsibilities 
provides that when the OGE director believes an em-
ployee is in violation of a conflict of interest or standard 
regulation, he or she may recommend that the agency 
head investigate possible violations and take disciplin-
ary action.40 Section 403(a) of the Ethics in Government 
Act states that the director has the authority to request 
assistance from the inspector general to conduct ethics 
investigations. In these cases, the usual practice for an 
agency head in receipt of such a request is to ask the OIG 
to investigate.
 This is for two main reasons. First, even though 
the OGE director is authorized to undertake adminis-
trative investigations of ethics violations, the Ethics in 
Government Act prohibits the director or any designee 
from finding that any provision of Title 18 of the U.S. 
Code or any U.S. criminal law has been or is being vio-
lated.41 Most of the ethics rules on which the standards 
are based are located in Title 18 U.S.C. Sections 201, et 
seq., and are criminal violations, although rarely pros-
ecuted as such. Accordingly, while an ethics violation 
may constitute a regulatory violation, it could also be a 
crime and require a criminal investigation. Neither the 
OGE director nor agency DAEOs are, or have on their 

37) 5 C.F.R. 2635.107(b). 
38) 5 C.F.R. 2638.203(b)(9).  
39) C.F.R. 2638.203(b)(12). 
40) 5 U.S.C. 402(f )(2)(A)(ii)(I). If the employee involved is the agency head, however, any 
such recommendation must be submitted to the president. 
41) 5 U.S.C. 402(f )(5). 

staff, internal criminal investigators. This is the exclusive 
province of the OIG and outside the jurisdiction and 
scope of employment of a DAEO.

What Does The IG Investigate?
The IG Act authorizes IGs to conduct criminal, civil, and 
administrative investigations. This broad investigative 
authority is the same for the presidentially appointed 
IGs generally at the larger departments and agencies, 
and agency head-appointed IGs at the generally smaller 
“designated federal entities” and “federal entities.”
 The IGs’ investigative authority is found in several 
places in the IG Act. First, Section 2(1) of the IG Act 
authorizes IGs “to conduct and supervise audits and 
investigations relating to the programs and operations 
of [their agencies].” Section 7(a) provides that an IG 
may receive and investigate complaints or information 
from employees about an array of activities. These are 
described as activities that could constitute, “a violation 
of law, rules, or regulations, or mismanagement, gross 
waste of funds, abuse of authority, or a substantial and 
specific danger to the public health and safety.”42 
 Section 4(d) of the IG Act requires the IGs to report 
“expeditiously” to the attorney general when they have 
reasonable grounds to believe that there is a violation of 
federal criminal law. IGs interpret this section to mean 
referrals for prosecution. Thus, an IG may, although 
may not always choose to, undertake significant inves-
tigative work to determine whether an allegation can be 
substantiated before presenting evidence of a violation 
of federal criminal law to the DOJ or an assistant U.S. 
attorney for prosecution. The attorney general and the 
Federal Bureau of Investigation have authority to inves-
tigate any violation of federal criminal law, including 
those involving government officers and employees.43 

 To carry out their investigative authority, IGs are 
given some helpful law enforcement tools. For example, 
Section 6(a)(1) of the IG Act permits IGs to access all 
records, reports, documents, etc., available to the agency 
relating to the programs and operations for which the IG 
has responsibility.44 IGs interpret this section to mean 
that anything the agency can access, the IG can access 
also. If the agency does not have the material, then the 
IG can subpoena it if it is held privately.45 If the record is 
in the custody of another federal entity, the IG may not 
issue a subpoena, but may request and expect to receive 
the information.46 

42) 5 U.S.C. App., Sec. 7(a). 
43) 28 U.S.C. 535. 
44) 5 U.S.C. App., Sec. 6(a)(1). 
45) 5 U.S.C. App., Sec. 6(a)(4). 
46) 5 U.S.C. App., Sec. 6(a)(3). 
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 With one exception, IGs do not yet have testimonial 
subpoena authority. Thus, IGs may require agency em-
ployees to speak with them about official matters with-
in the confines of the constitutional privilege against 
self-incrimination, but, except for the Department of 
Defense OIG, they cannot subpoena a private citizen 
to speak with OIG agents.47 Section 6(a)(2) of the IG 
Act allows IGs “to make such investigations and reports 
relating to the administration of the programs and op-
erations of the applicable establishment as are . . . neces-
sary and desirable.”48 As investigations are completed, 
IGs may issue reports and make recommendations for 
prosecution, administrative discipline, systemic internal 
controls, or anything else that would help the agency im-
prove operations, prevent or detect fraud, or save money.

What Constitutes an Investigation?
Agency counsel and DAEOs may justifiably assert that 
they correctly understand the requirement to refer 
criminal allegations to the OIG, and to request approval 
to undertake administrative investigations when the 
IG decides not to pursue an investigation. The agency 
counsel and DAEOs also may argue that, based on the 
information before them, they cannot always determine 
whether an allegation rises to a criminal level or is sim-
ply a management issue. The DAEO or OGC attorney 
then might interview witnesses, request documents, and 
do other things an IG investigator might do, and later 
decide whether to refer to the IG.
 This can present problems for an OIG if the allega-
tion is eventually referred to or discovered by the OIG 
after an agency lawyer has gathered evidence and talked 
with witnesses. The IG investigator may find witnesses 
tainted, documents altered or destroyed, and confidenti-
ality nonexistent. Moreover, agency attorneys gathering 
evidence rarely provide the employee the necessary and 
proper warnings, and they likely are not as skilled at us-
ing the tried-and-true investigative techniques that pro-
fessional law enforcement employs. Accordingly, some 
agency OIGs have endeavored to specify in internal poli-
cies exactly what should be referred to the IG and when. 
Others use a rule of thumb, such as if the OGC attorney 
needs to talk with more than one other person to sub-
stantiate an allegation, then he or she should refer the 
matter to the OIG.

47) The National Defense Authorization Act for Fiscal Year 2010, Pub. Law No. 111-84, 
enacted on October 28, 2009, at Title X, Subtitle D, Section 1042, amended Section 8 of 
the Inspector General Act to grant the Defense Department IG testimonial subpoena 
authority.  
48) 5 U.S.C. App., Sec. 6(a)(2). 

What Happens When IGs Do Not Investigate 
Allegations
On occasion, IG investigators do not investigate allega-
tions of administrative ethics violations in order to pur-
sue solely criminal violations, sometimes based on the 
advice of the U.S. Attorney’s office. In such cases, if no 
one is investigating, the DAEO should be advised at the 
right time, so he or she can pursue administrative reme-
dies and inform the director of OGE. This does not mean 
that the DAEO can undertake an investigation on his or 
her own, as discussed above, however, without the IG’s ap-
proval. A DAEO may be able to use the IG’s evidence to 
recommend administrative action against an employee, 
e.g., discipline or counseling. If the issue is one that af-
fects many agency employees, the DAEO can ensure that 
training and written advice address the troublesome is-
sues.
 It might be hard to determine immediately the ef-
fects of an unexplored allegation of an ethics violation. 
At the least, however, failure to deal with such allega-
tions and to administer appropriate discipline when they 
are substantiated, runs counter to the purpose of the 
Ethics in Government Act and may diminish the overall 
ethical culture that DAEOs try to foster. Furthermore, 
it could hurt national security and significantly harm 
government operations. For example, if an employee in 
a “public trust position” commits a certain ethics vio-
lation, and the violation is not taken seriously and in-
vestigated, that employee – and the government – might 
not recognize the potential harm until it is too late. The 
employee may be encouraged by the lack of oversight to 
commit another violation, or lackadaisically or unwit-
tingly create vulnerabilities. A public trust position in-
cludes those involved in policymaking, major program 
responsibility, public safety and health, law enforcement, 
fiduciary responsibilities, or “other duties demanding a 
significant degree of public trust, and positions involv-
ing access to or operation or control of financial records, 
with a significant risk for causing damage or realizing 
personal gain.”49 An employee in such a position is par-
ticularly able to cause harm through continued access to 
or control of critical systems, records, and information. 
No matter the reason for the possible violation, failing 
to investigate could lead to serious national security 
consequences. Therefore, it is not only in the OIG’s and 
agency’s best interest to explore all potential violations, 
but also it protects national security.

49) 5 C.F.R. § 731.106(b). 
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IGs Should Cooperate With DAEOs
Communications cannot be a one-way street. The DAEO 
is required by regulation to be aware of all ethics infrac-
tions, and must maintain a list of all situations that have 
resulted or may result in noncompliance with ethics laws 
and regulations.50 This list must be published within the 
agency and made available to the public. Thus, the IG 
must inform the DAEO of all ethics infractions the IG 
has verified to enable the DAEO to fulfill his or her regu-
latory obligations.
 This does not mean the IG must notify the DAEO 
immediately each time he opens an investigation involv-
ing a violation of the standard, nor must the IG advise 
the DAEO at any particular point in an investigation. 
Nevertheless, the quality standard for federal OIGs (Oc-
tober 2003) state that the OIG “should make a special 
and continuing effort” to keep the DAEO informed 
about OIG activities, including “the results of investiga-
tions and allegations of ethical misconduct where appro-
priate, that relate to the ethics official’s responsibilities 
for the agency’s ethics program.”51 When an IG inves-
tigation uncovers an ethics violation, the DAEO may 
serve as a consultant for OIG investigators on technical 
issues of ethics law. OIG investigators and counsel might 
both consult the DAEO, within the confines of the Pri-
vacy Act, about what constitutes a violation, whether a 
violation has occurred, and what remedy or corrective 
action is usual within the agency.
 IGs also may refer to DAEO’s audit or investiga-
tive findings regarding the agency’s ethics program, e.g., 
which employee grades and classifications are required 
to submit financial disclosure forms, which employees 
are not receiving their confidential forms or whether an 
employee is not filling them out properly or in a timely 
manner.

50) 5 C.F.R. 2638.203(b)(5).  
51) Quality standard for Federal Offices of Inspector General, President’s Council on 
Integrity and Efficiency, October 2003, pp. 30-31.  

IG Counsels May Serve As Deputy DAEOs
In many large agencies, DAEOs delegate deputy 
DAEO authority to attorneys in various agency sub-
components, including the OIG, pursuant to 5 C.F.R. 
2638.204(a). A deputy DAEO in the OIG who is aware 
of the OIG’s special needs and mission can help the 
DAEO implement the agency’s ethics program. Having a 
deputy DAEO in-house might appear to enhance an IG’s 
independence. Further, OIG employees may feel more 
comfortable seeking advice from the OIG deputy DAEO 
than with the DAEO, and this comfort may encourage 
employees to seek advice, and as a result, have a preven-
tive effect.
 The first consideration that an OIG must make in 
implementing an agency’s ethics program in-house, 
however, is whether this authority is officially delegat-
ed. Based on the regulations, each agency has only one 
primary DAEO and one alternate DAEO, and deputy 
DAEOs must receive their authority through delega-
tion. The DAEO must keep a list of persons to whom 
delegations have been made to provide to OGE upon re-
quest.52 OIGs that have deputy DAEOs in-house serving 
without a delegation may lack the support of the Ethics 
in Government Act.
 Second, because of the nature of the DAEO’s 
duties, OIGs with deputy DAEO functions in the IG 
counsel’s office might risk at least a perceived conflict of 
interest. When and if IG counsel adopt this role, they 
must be cautious. IG counsels may give ethics advice to 
IG employees, which may provide a “safe harbor.” The 
regulations state that disciplinary action for violating 
ethics rules “will not be taken against an employee who 
has engaged in conduct in good faith reliance upon 
the advice of an agency ethics official, provided that 
the employee, in seeking such advice, has made full 
disclosure of all relevant circumstances.”53 However, if 
an IG counsel were to give a “safe harbor” opinion to an 
IG employee, and that employee relied on the advice to 
commit an act later investigated by the IG, the deputy 
DAEO must be careful to recuse himself or herself from 
any ensuing investigation. If not, not only could the 
investigation be jeopardized, but also the attorney risks 
violating rules of professional conduct. Accordingly, the 
soundest way to prevent conflicts of interest within the 
OIG is for IG counsel not to accept the deputy DAEO 
role or to undertake the responsibilities, but limit advice 
to informal ethics advice and communicate the limits 
of such advice to the employee. Additionally, the IG 
counsel deputy DAEO should recuse himself or herself 
52) 5 C.F.R.2638.203(b)(13). 
53) 5 C.F.R.2635.107(b).   

“Agency counsel and DAEOs may 
justifiably assert that they correctly 
understand the requirement to refer 
criminal allegations to the OIG, and 

to request approval to undertake 
administrative investigations when the IG 

decides not to pursue an investigation.”
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from any investigations involving matters in which he or 
she gave advice. Finally, when the OIG’s deputy DAEO 
faces a novel or complex issue, or when an employee 
requires a written opinion, he or she should refer it to 
the agency’s DAEO.

Reporting Requirements
Reporting requirements are imposed on both OIGs and 
DAEOs. In accordance with 5 U.S.C. App. §402 (b)(2), 
the director of OGE, in consultation with the attorney 
general and the Office of Personnel Management, pro-
mulgated regulations pertaining to conflicts of interest 
in the executive branch. The regulations require agencies 
to notify the OGE director when any matter involving 
an alleged violation of federal conflict of interest laws is 
referred to the Attorney General in accordance with 28 
U.S.C. §535.54 This is usually accomplished by OIG sub-
mission of OGE Form 202 (7/94), “Notification of Con-
flict of Interest Referral,” at the time formal referral is 
made to the DOJ. The form indicates that it is to be used 
in cases involving possible violation of 18 U.S.C. §203, 
205, 207-209 by current or former executive branch em-
ployees. As discussed above, under §4(d) of the IG Act, 
OIGs are required to report violations of federal crimi-
nal law to the attorney general.

OIGs and DAEOs Can Work Together Better
To summarize, the federal OIG and ethics communi-
ties have flourished, making important contributions to 
government integrity. Employees dedicated to ethics is-
sues have earned high degrees of respect and deference 
as valued experts within their individual agencies and 
as the source of high-level insights at the federal level. 
As the DAEOgram discussing the DAEOs’ new waiver 
authority of the president’s ethics pledge stated, “This 
designation reflects the high degree of trust and confi-
dence with which the experience and professional judg-
ment of the DAEOs is viewed.”55 OIG’s and OGE’s com-
bined efforts and achievements have been individually 
recognized by statutory and executive enhancements to 
their responsibilities and authorities. Together, IG coun-
sel and DAEOs can continue to improve government by 
adopting or maintaining the following best practices.

54) 5 C.F.R. 2638.603(b).
55) DAEOgram Do-09-008, Authorizations Pursuant to Section 3 of EO 13490, “Ethics 
Commitments by Executive Branch Personnel.” Feb. 23, 2009.

IG Counsels and DAEOs Should Maintain 
Ongoing Communications
It may be trite, but it is true – regular communication 
can solve many problems. When IG counsel and DAEOs 
build and maintain strong relationships, problems 
can be resolved by informal discussion before they 
blossom into full-fledged headaches. IG counsels can 
keep DAEOs informed of the progress of relevant ethics 
investigations and whether documents and/or testimony 
may be requested. For their part, DAEOs can consult 
with IG counsel and refer potential ethics violations to 
the IG for investigation.

IG Counsels & DAEOs Should Do Joint Training
DAEOs are required to provide annual ethics training, 
and many IGs present integrity awareness briefings. 
Combining the two provides agency employees with the 
continuum from ethics education and advice to investi-
gation and prosecution of violations. Such cooperation 
fosters a stronger ethical culture, which in turn breeds 
employees who care about doing the right thing, wheth-
er the action is guided by a standard or not. IGs can 
publish internal Web newsletters highlighting recurring 
issues and reminding agency staff of common pitfalls. 
DAEOs can write articles for their agency Web and so-
cial networking sites to make agency employees aware of 
current ethics issues. OGE has always graciously invited 
IGs and IG counsels to participate and present at annual 
OGE conferences. This cooperation is valuable to every-
one and should be continued.

DAEOs Should Promptly Document 
Ethics Advice
Friction between IGs and DAEOs can be avoided when 
written records of advice relevant to an allegation are 
available. In these cases, disputed testimony about 
whether the DAEO’s advice indicated the activity was 
permitted or prohibited, can be eliminated and potential 
for prosecution can be preserved.

DAEOs Should Refer Investigations to the OIG
DAEOs can potentially complicate OIG investigations 
if they undertake their own investigations without OIG 
approval and before referring allegations to the OIG. By 
exposing confidential information, they can inadver-
tently allow wrongdoers to destroy evidence, fabricate 
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stories, and taint testimony. Thus, DAEOs should always 
refer investigations to the OIG.

IG Counsels Should Be Cautious if Acting as 
DepDAEOs
IG counsel and DAEOs roles are not the same, so when 
an IG counsel is confronted with an unusual, compli-
cated, or novel ethics issue that could be referred to the 
OIG for investigation, he or she should also refer it to the 
agency DAEO.

IG Counsel Should Consult with DAEOs on 
Ethics Investigations
Recognizing that DAEOs are ethics experts, IG counsel 
assisting with investigations involving ethics violations 
should consult with and exchange information with 
DAEOs. IG counsel can be a bridge between OIG inves-
tigators and the DAEO. Through training and education 
targeting specific problems, IG counsel can further the 

DAEO mission, even without being formally delegated 
DepDAEOs. Moreover, by sharing information with the 
DAEO, an OIG ensures that no ethics violation will go 
unnoticed. Such vigilance serves not only to promote an 
ethical culture, but also can protect national security. b
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Testimony before the Commission on Wartime Contracting 
in Iraq and Afghanistan. 

February 28, 2011 - I am pleased to appear before you 
to testify on behalf of the Office of Inspector General for 
the U.S. Agency for International Development and to 
be joined by such distinguished panelists. Today, I would 
like to share information on the progress of USAID’s 
suspension and debarment efforts and discuss the cur-
rent contractor accountability environment.

Past Problems
As you may know, a year and half ago, in October 2009, 
we issued an audit report of USAID’s suspension and de-
barment practices.1 At the time, we observed a number 
of problems with agency practices and decision-making 
processes.
 We found that USAID had not considered the use of 
suspension and debarment in many cases in which such 
action might have been warranted. In fact, the agency 
had only taken suspension or debarment actions in re-
sponse to indictments and convictions reported by our 
office. The agency did not take action in response to other 
kinds of cases, such as those stemming from matters that 
had been declined for prosecution by U.S. authorities, or 
those arising from referrals from contracting officers or 
other agency employees. In two instances, USAID did 
not take action to suspend or debar firms even when the 
firms had acknowledged making significant false and in-
flated claims for reimbursement.  This limited approach 
to suspensions and debarments led USAID to apply 
these sanctions in relatively few cases. During the period 
covered by our audit (fiscal years 2003–2007), USAID 
documented or reported suspension and debarment ac-
tions in response to only nine investigative cases.
 Our audit found that even when USAID had pur-
sued suspension and disbarment actions, it did not al-

1) Audit of USAID’s Process for Suspension and Debarment, Report No. 9-000-10-001-P, 
October 1, 2009.

ways execute them properly. USAID did not routinely 
abide by federal guidelines on providing notice of its 
final debarment decisions, entering suspension and 
debarment information into the federal database of ex-
cluded parties, or documenting the actions it took. A key 
step in the process of effectively suspending or debarring 
an organization from government contracts and awards 
is listing the entity in the Excluded Parties List System – 
the system for tracking entities that have been debarred, 
suspended, proposed for debarment, declared ineligible, 
or otherwise excluded or disqualified. Despite the ac-
quisition regulation requirement to post information 
about exclusion actions in EPLS within five workdays, 
we found that USAID failed to meet this requirement 
in six of nine cases. In one case, the agency omitted four 
debarred entities from EPLS. In another case, we had 
difficulty discerning what steps, if any, the agency had 
taken to implement a debarment decision because the 
division responsible for maintaining debarment records 
had no documentation of the matter.
 Finally, we found that USAID had not consistently 
used available information on excluded firms during 
the contracting process. Federal agencies must perform 
EPLS checks at two points before awarding funds: dur-
ing the bidding process and during the award process. 
To determine whether USAID had consulted EPLS as 
required, we reviewed a random sample of agency con-
tracts. We found that USAID generally lacked docu-
mentation that it had checked EPLS during the bidding 
process, and documentation of such checks during the 
award process was inconsistent. USAID could not estab-
lish that it had performed required the EPLS checks at 
any point for 20 of the 54 contracts we examined.

Present Observations
I am happy to report that USAID’s current suspension 
and debarment posture stands in sharp contrast to its 
past efforts. Although we have not had an opportunity 
to thoroughly re-evaluate the agency’s suspension and 
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debarment process since 2009, we have observed con-
siderable progress in its application of these tools. Since 
our audit, USAID has established a Compliance and 
Oversight of Partner Performance Division focused on 
suspension and debarment actions in response to one of 
our recommendations. Whereas in 2009, USAID had no 
staff exclusively dedicated to such efforts; the agency is 
now building a division of eight acquisition, assistance, 
and audit personnel supported by an attorney from the 
agency’s office of general counsel to handle these matters 
and other contractor accountability functions.
 Rather than waiting for OIG referrals, USAID has 
taken the initiative to identify cases suitable for suspen-
sion or debarment consideration. In fact, for the first 
time in recent history, USAID debarred an individual 
based on information that did not originate from our 
office. In September 2010, USAID responded to inde-
pendent reports that an employee of an USAID grantee 
pleaded guilty to stealing federal funds, and took action 
to debar this individual.
 Provided dedicated agency staff to work with on 
suspension and debarment actions, OIG has been able 
to engage USAID earlier in the investigative process. 
Whereas in the past we generally waited for investi-
gations to be completed before referring matters to 
USAID’s suspension and debarment official, absent limi-
tations imposed by the Department of Justice, we now 
share “real-time” case information that the agency needs 
to determine if suspension or debarment action is war-
ranted. This close collaboration has helped us develop 
a clearer understanding of the information agency offi-
cials need to make prudent decisions.

 To keep up with the pace of exchange on these mat-
ters, we have also increased the frequency with which 
we communicate. Early last year, we initiated monthly 
meetings with suspension and debarment staff. Now, our 
exchanges with them are routine and occur many times 
a week.
 This earlier and more intensive engagement be-
tween the OIG and USAID staff has produced greater 
results. Accordingly, of the 37 USAID suspensions and 
debarments currently in effect, more than three-quarters 
– or 28 in total – are based on actions taken within the 
last year.

 While there has been a major uptick in the quantity 
of work that USAID is doing in the suspension and de-
barment arena, the most notable sign of progress over 
the last year relates to a single case. In December 2010, 
following months of consultation with our office, USAID 
took the extraordinary step of suspending one of its larg-
est funding recipients, the Academy for Educational De-
velopment. USAID’s suspension decision underscored 
the seriousness of its commitment to responding to 
mismanagement of U.S. government funds and estab-
lished that no implementing partner was too large to 
escape accountability. Indeed, at the time USAID took 
this extraordinary step, it had 65 active awards valued at 
approximately $640 million with AED and work under-
way in countries like Afghanistan and Pakistan. In addi-
tion, the implications were felt across the government, as 
AED’s portfolio extended to other federal agencies.
 As you might imagine given the ramifications, 
USAID did not make this decision lightly. OIG opened 
the underlying investigation in the spring of 2009 and 
began sharing information with the agency’s suspension 
and debarment staff last summer. USAID determined to 
proceed with the suspension after we presented it with 
evidence of serious corporate misconduct, mismanage-
ment, and a lack of internal controls that raised grave 
concerns about the firm’s integrity.
 This significant step followed on another notable 
case in which a major firm was held to account for its 
work with USAID. After years of investigative work, 
OIG established that high-level Louis Berger Group em-
ployees had conspired to charge the U.S. government 
falsely inflated overhead costs. In November 2010, our 
work in unraveling the complex accounting scheme be-
hind this effort produced plea agreements from LBG’s 
former chief financial officer and controller, and a $69.3 
million settlement with the company.
 This settlement and USAID’s new approach to sus-
pension and debarment have helped reset the account-
ability environment in foreign assistance. Individu-
als and organizations working with USAID now have 
heightened awareness that they will be held accountable.
 OIG intends to capitalize on this new momentum 
by increasing our engagement with those who come for-
ward with information about possible violations. We are 
intensifying outreach efforts and reinforcing opportuni-
ties for fraud reporting. We have increased our perma-
nent staff presence in priority countries and are working 
closely with host government investigators and prosecu-
tors to secure convictions of local lawbreakers affecting 

“I am happy to report that USAID’s current 
suspension and debarment posture stands in 

sharp contrast to its past efforts.” 
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USAID programs. These efforts all serve to extend our 
reach and enforce a culture of accountability.
 These measures would not be as successful had 
USAID not expanded the use of its suspension and de-
barment authorities. We applaud the administrator for 
his determination to hold the agency’s “implementing 
partners to strict account, regardless of their size.” In ad-
dition, we are hopeful that in establishing a new suspen-
sion and debarment task force with the deputy adminis-
trator as its lead, the agency will ensure that suspension 
and debarment considerations remain at the forefront of 
efforts to promote accountability.
 This type of senior leadership engagement is neces-
sary because effective suspension and debarment efforts 
require continuing vigilance. One case in particular il-
lustrates this point.  In December 2008, after months of 
investigation and following the successful prosecution of 
its husband and wife owners for conspiracy and fraud, 
USAID debarred U.S. Protection and Investigations, 
LLC, a firm that provided security services to the agen-
cy in Afghanistan. In addition to debarring the Texas-
based firm, USAID also debarred the couple who owned 
it. Despite these measures, the couple was later found 
to be associated with a new firm, SERVCOR, which was 
performing work on other federally funded contracts. 
USAID promptly took action to debar the company last 
December.
 Our recent efforts and those of the agency have 
had the effect of strengthening the integrity of USAID’s 
contractor base. However, much work remains to be 
done. Despite our renewed emphasis on suspension 
and debarment, we are still identifying new opportuni-
ties to use these tools and refining our follow-through 
on case referrals. The agency can strengthen its efforts 
to independently identify cases suitable to suspension 
or debarment. It can also do more to ensure that past 
performance information is entered into corresponding 
systems. 

 Proper stewardship of U.S. taxpayer dollars requires 
a solid accountability framework and the steps that the 
agency has begun to take can serve as a sound basis for 
the future of foreign assistance. We will continue to work 
with the agency to ensure that these steps only represent 
the start of efforts to provide taxpayers with greater as-
surance that foreign assistance funds are administered 
with integrity.
 I thank you for this opportunity to address the com-
mission and appreciate your interest in our work and 
perspectives on these important topics. I would be hap-
py to answer any questions you may have at this time. b
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